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*Hold Suspect In Death Of Brother-In-Law
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"The South's Independent Weekly"
Merchants Who Advertise In The TRI-STATE DEFENDER Are Telling You They
Appreciate Doing Business With You. Patronize Them. .
MEMPHIS, TENN., SATURDAY, AUGUST 22, 1964
Local NAACP:
Recommends Changes In
Voting Regulations And
Discriminatory Practice
Changes in the voting regu- (8) That qualified Negroes be
lations in Memphis and Shelby employed in the Election Corn-
County have been recommend- mission office.
ed to the Shelby County Elec- A copy of the recommenda-
tion Commission by the Mem- tions was sent to G. B. "Pat"
phis Branch NAACP. Changes Joyner and Jerrad Blanchard,
were recommended in a letter the other two members of the
sent to the chairman of the commission.
commission, Joe Forbess. The
letter was signed by Mrs. Max-
the A. Smith, executive secre-
tary of the branch.
In suggesting changes, the
letter stated:
"The Memphis Branch NA-
ACP is much concerned about
the small turn-out of voters in
the recent election and equal-
ly as interested in seeing that
factors regulating the voting
processes serve to increase the
size of the electorate."
Changes recommended by
the NAACP included:
(1) That election hours be
•:hanged so polls would remain
open from 7 a.m. to 9 lam.
(2) That employees be al-
lowed time off to vote, in keep-
ing with a legal requirement
or. employers — if the opening
hours of polls are not in-
creased.
(3) That the registration of-
fice be opened on the three
Sanirdays immediately preced-
ing the closing of registration
iVoks before an election. ng used by white poll workers.
(4) That si tes for supple-
ceatralized and longer advance
notices of locations be given as
mental registration be more
Nearly 2 Mil
well as an increase in the num
ber of supplemental registra-
(;) That polling places where Registered Inoffices.
14 ro poll workers are denied
ti • of rest room facilities be
The NAACP executive went
on to state in the letter:
"Some 5,000 Negr o voters,
according to complaints re-
ceived, were unable to vote (in
the August Primary) because
of the inconvenience of the
voting hours which caused con-
fusion because of the different
hours in the city and in the
county." (Hours in the city were
changed from 8:30 A.M. to 1:30
P.M. to 7 A.M. to 7 P.M.)
The Branch NAACP sug-
gested that if available funds
prevented an increase in the
number of supplemental regis-
tration offices and personnel,
that volunteers be sought from
interested organizations. At the
same time the Branch NAACP
volunteered its service.
The letter went on to reveal
that complaints were received
during the recent election that
Negro poll workers at two of
the City Fire Stations were de-
nied use of rest rooms and kit-
hen facilities which were be-
Which one will be named queen of the Vanguard Club?
The five above beauties and three others not shown here
are vying to be selected "Miss Vanguard." The club is
composed of postmen. Above are, left-right Misses Lena
Richmond. Nancy Townsend, Amelia Foster, Morma
Daniels and Mrs. Delmis Carvin. Other contestants include
3liases Kathryn Boles, Mary Watkins and Doris Porter-
convention at Atlantic City
will wind up in a gigantic
birthday celebration for Presi-
dent Lyndon B. Johnson, it was
revealed in the party newspap-
er. The Democrat.
The Aug. 7 issue of the pap-
er, which described the prep-
aration for the convention, said
Amp birthday celebration will
up,ominate in a spectacular 30-
minute fireworks display along
the beachfront.
The 1964 Democratic Nation-
al convention is scheduled at
Al antic City Aug. 24-27. On
th- 27th, when President John-
son will go to Atlantic City to
accept his party's nomination
for the presidency. is ,his 56th
bi tnday anniversary.
President Johnson ° was born
Aug. 27, 1908, on a small farm
near Johnson City, Texas.
The Democrat said the birth-
day celebration is scheduled to
begin at the close of the Presi-
dent's acceptance speech.
lion Negro Voters
11 Southern States
methods and techniques for
increasing it. and development
of educational programs along
these lines.
SOUTH'S VOTING AGE
Under its sponsorship. voter
registration activities have been
carried on in the 11 states by
independent local organizations
and five major Negro organiza-
tions — the NAACP, Congress
of Racial Equality. National
Urban League, Southern Chris-
tian Leadership Conference,
and the Student Nonviolent Co-
ordinating Committee.
The state-by-state tabulation
shows a range of Negro regis-
tration as of April 1 from 28,500
in Mississippi, where harass-
ment has been heavy, to 375.000
n Texas.
The April 1 total of 1.937,-
982 Negro voters is 38.6 per
cent of eligible Negro voters In
the eleven states. This means
that a majority of them — an
estimated 3,078,118 — were still
not registered.
White registration in the 11
tates, meanwhile, was estimat-
ed at 13.600.000 as of April 1,
making the Negro-white ratio
of voters almost ode to six.
About one-fourth of the South's
voting age population is Negro.
ACTUAL REGISTRATION
The 1.937.982 total Negro
registration compares with an
estimated 1.350.000 Negro vot-
ers when VEP began in the
Prang of 1962, an increase of
more than a half a million.
The report shows that VEP-
sponsored programs since then
resulted in the registration of
•
d' ontinued or the discrimi- Negro voter registratio
n in 11
AIM 'arY practice be eliminated. 
southern states totaled 1.937.982
(6) That better qualified and
as of April 1. according to the
glir 
tt ned workers be obtained in
latest state-by-state tabulation
. 
some polling places to increase 
by the Voter Education Project
th- pace of voting,
of the Southern Regional Colin-
(7) That the practice of us- 
cll
.
Inc numbers with candidates' 
Wiley A. Branton, director of
names on voting machines be the 
project, today released the
continued.
LBJ's Birthday To
Be Celebrated At
Bamocratic Confab
figures on registration and re-
slats of the VEP program.
The April 1 total exceeded
VEP expectations. Since then
the total Negro registration in
the 11 states has clearly passed
the 2 million mark. Branton
said.
He stated further "good-siz-
The Democratic Na t i on al ed increases" can be expected
between now and the Nov. 3
presidential election. He added:
REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE
"If the presidential election
is a close one within the south-
ern states. the increased Negro
vote could have great signifi-
cance."
He pointed out that increases
since 1960 in Negro registration
in some of the southern states
are greater than the margin by
which one or the other of the
presidential candidates carried
those states in 1960.
For example, the Republican
candidate won in Florida by
46,766 votes in 1960. Negro
registration increases attribut-
able to VEP alone in that state
are 5,441. The Democratic
candidate carried South Caro-
lina in 1960 by 9.571 votes. The
VEP increase in that state has
been 32.140.
The VEP ia a non-partisan
program engaged In research
on causes of low voter registra-
tion in the 11 southern states. 551.328 people as of April 1, of their own 
resources.
whom all but 50.000 (In Texas)
were Negro.
Thus, these programs are
chiefly responsible for the two
Year increase in total Negro
registration. They would have
carried the total figure even
higher had it not been for vot-
ers moving from the region, and
for purges in some states and
localities.
As it is. the total figure is a
conservative estimate. Where-
ever official figures were not
available the most c.iutious esti-
mates were used. Branton said
the estimates for Georgia and
Texas, particularly. are prob-
ably below actual registration.
FINAL YEAR
Much of the VEP increase
was achieved during the second
year of the program's existence
—426.321 of the total 551,328.
Historical perspective of the
two-year gain of more than
half a million is seen in a com-
parison with the decade be-
tween 1952 and 1962. During
that entire period, there was a
net increase of Negro voters in
the South of not more than
350.000.
While VEP has been asso-
ciated wtih most of the regis-
tration activity in the past two
years it has not been responsi-
ble for all of it. There have
been some organized drives
without VEP sponsorship, and
there has been, of course, nor-
mal day-to-day registration.
VEP is in its final year, and
will terminate its sponsorship
of voter registration programs
in October. It is hoped, how-
ever, that they will continue on
11
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field. Miss Townsend is holding an initial gift for the best
report at a recent meeting at The Flame Cafe in the first
progress report of the contestants. Another progress re-
port will be held in September, and the winner will be
croa tied Queen of the Vanguard Club at the club's dance
Saturday night Oct. 3, at the flamingo Club.
HARREL C. MOORE
Memphis Man's Body
Found On County Road
A 50-year-old man was being
held in county jail pending an
investigation of the cause of
the death of his brother-in-law,
57, who was found dead in the
county between 5 and 6 o'clock
last Sunday morning.
The dead man has been
identified by his wife as Eddie'.
Lee Johnson of 1383 E. Trigg
Ave. Being held in connection
with his death is the dead
man's wife's brother, Bozzie
William Boyd of 5893 Monroe
Rd.
Capt. W. M. Hood and Sgt.
C. B. Jackson of the Sheriff
department, said while inves-
tigating a call that a dead man
had been found on Henrietta
Rd, they questioned Boyd con-
cern i n g his brother-in-law's
death.
Capt.' Hood said that Boyd
admitted that he and his bro-
ther-in-law had engaged in a
fight.
Boyd told the investigating
officers, that he and Johnson
started to get into his (Boyd's)
automobils Ashen Johnson in-
sisted on driving. "While I was
under the wheel Johnson at-
tempted to take over the wheel.
He threatened to hit me with
a quart beer bottle. I started to
get out of the automobile and
Johnson hit me on the left side
of my head and face."
"I then reached on the back
seat of the automobile and got
a five-cell flashlight and hit
Johnson. IIe fell out of the
car onto the pavement. He got
Young Real Estate Broker
Elected Jaycee President
Harrel C. Moore, owner of a are the parents of two sons and
real estate company by the two daughters. The Moores live
same name, was elected presi-
dent of the Bluff City Junior
Chamber of Commerce during
a regular meeting at Tony's
Inn last Tuesday night. Moore
won out in a three-tan race.
A native Memphian, Moore,
27, attended Tennessee State
A&I university after graduat-
ing from Wood stock high
school. He studied real estate
at the University of Tennes-
see. He and his wife, Helena,
;Rep. Dawson Given Key Position
In Writing Democrats' Platform
WASHINGTON, D. C.—Rep. P. Anderson (N. Mex.); Rep.
William Dawson (D. a Ne-
gro of Chicago, and Rep. Ray
Madden (D. Ind) Gary, were
given the key assignments in
writing the Democratic plat-
Leonor K. Sullivan (Mo.); Gov.
Grant Sawyer (Nev.); Marjorie
Thurman (Ga.); Sen. Maurine
Neuberger (Ore.): Mrs. Anne
Agnew (S. C.); William Benton
form, ale mode Ly n don B. (Conn.); Rep. Emanuel Cellar
Johnson. (N. Y.); Sen. Joseph C 1 ark
They, along with Sen. Phi-
ip A. Hart (D. Mich.) were se-
lected from more than 100 men
and worn en on the platform
committee to be members of a
16-man executive committee to
do the actual drafting with the
White House
Altho insiders predict the
finished product will be a "mod-
erate" rather than a "flag-
raising, liberal" platform, at
least 12 of the 16 members of
the executive committee are of
the so-called "liberal" wing.
The executive committee in
addition to the three from Chi-
cagoland include: Rep. Carl B.
Albert (Okla.), chairman; Ella
T. Grasso (Conn); Sen. Clinton
at 1446 Dixie Ave.
Other 1964-65 officers elected
in 'he brisk race were:
Otis Lightfoot, manager for
a local insurance company,
executive vice president; Free-
man Laster, a funeral director,
vice president of internal af-
fairs; George Holmes, a youth
guidance director, vice presi-
den* of external affairs; Er.
nest Owens, co-owner of a con-
struction company, treasurer;
and Rufus Jones, supervisor for
a I oca 1 insurance company,
public relations director. He is
a past president of the Jaycees.
Conducting the election was
Willard Bell, a past president
Of the Jaycees.
Ernest Young, a manager
with a local insurance com-
pany, is the out-going presi-
dent
The installation dinner has
been planned for Tuesday, Aug.
25 at 8 p.m. at Tony's Inn.
(Pa.); David McConnel (N.C.);
and Rep. John Moss (Cal.). —memphians Were
Members of Congress who
have seen drafts of some of
the proposed planks, said it was Among The 5,000
their opinion that the finished
product will be moderate in
tone on such controversial is-
sues as civil rights, poverty,
unemployment, and area rede-
velopment.
"The civil rights section
probably will call for the main-
tenance of law and order and
abhor rioting," one of those en-
gaged in the writing repotted.
"It will insist that the new
civil rights law be enforced,
See DAWSON, Page 2
Three Memphians were
among 5,000 youths who at-
tended the Methodist Y out h
Convocation held recently on
the campus of Purdue Univer-
sity in Lafayette, Ind. From
Centenary Methodist church
were Miss Maudette Brownlee,
Miss Clara Ester and Ed win
Sanders.
Also 13 youngsters attended
the Conference Children' Camp
ano 29 attended the Youth As-
sembly and Camp.
a.
•
EDDIE LEE JOHNSON
up and walked off," said Boyd.
Capt. Hood said that an ex-
amination of Johnson's body,
at the time of the investigation
revealed a small bruise on the
head. "At the time of his ar-
rest, Boyd had two small lac-
erations, one on the left side
of his face and one above his
eye," said the officers.
Boyd was being detained
without charges pending an
autopsy. He is being represent-
See BODY, Page 2
Little Claudia
Has A New Home
Little Claudia has a new
home.
She is a kix-year old girl who
has been kept lying helpless at
Juvenile Court about a year
after she was abandoned by
her parents.
Four months ago the Mallory
Knights Charitable organiza-
tion succeeded in finding a
private home in which it placed
Claudia, who is a victim of
cerebral palsy and mental re-
tardation.
Harry L. Strong. director of
the Mallory Knights, said it
was not an easy job for his or-
ganization to continue to pay
$50 a month for the support of
Claudia in a private home.
Mrs. Nancy Ratliff, director
of special services at Juvenile
Court, told Strong "the court
wishes to thank the Mallory
Knights for the support given
little Claudia for the last four
months."
She went on to announce that
"another gcoup has accepted
the responsibility of supporting
Claudia."
The Mallory Knights have
been attempting to establish a
day-care center here for Ne-
gro children who are mental-
ly retarded, victims of cerebral
palsy and other such crippling
diseases — and whose parents
are unable to pay for such
care."
To Be Presented In
Piano Recital Sun.
A June graduate of Melrose
high school, Miss Yvonn•
Smith, will be presented in a
piano recital at Collins Chapel
CME church, 678 Washington
Ave., at 7 P.M. Sunday. Aug.
24
She will be accompanied by
Omar Robinson, under whom
she has studied, and other mu-
sicians The recital is open to
the public.
BUY
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ellIMMININIMIIININIIIIM110101111111MIlinumusisinilimintionStligedliliiiiklausimme County), has Don Newcombe
Washington Round-Up as h
is finance chairman
PHILADELPHIA: Negr o
delegates to the Republican
convention will meet at the
Sheraton Park for a two-day
workshop The agenda will in-
'clude financing Negro candi-
dates running for office and
voter registration for the com-
ing campaign.
The temporary chairman IF
George Fleming. the alternate
• 
delegate from New Jersey who
stood against the Goldwater
tide in San Francisco.
• • •
AT THE WHITE HOUSE:
A top aide )ocularly suggested
that there should be a "hot
dog stand for visiting mayors
with municipal problems."
Time was when only the South
waited for the White House
ItillesullnisliSIIIMIIIIIWIWOMISMItlistill1111111MIllailisallultlalliailliniumillate111011001 to intercede eesore they solo_
By ROSEMARIE TYLER BROOKS
Washington Correspondent
Sengstecke Publications
-1 couldn't ask anyone to
do what I would not do."
said Miss Flaxie Pinkette di-
vorced Washington business-
woman as she explained why
she went to Mississippi.
Miss Pinkett was approach-
ed to recommend some Wash-
ingtorr women or woman who
would go to the famed 'police
state". At that point NO D.C.
woman had volunteered to go,
and some 100 had been ap-
proached.
What did she find'
. • •
Middle-c:ass Negro a n d
white folk help the civil rights
movement very little or NOT
AT ALL; the burden of help
is accepted by the "poorest of
the poor" who have neither
status or money to loose —
only their lives.
Mississippi is a police state.
claims the courageous Miss
Pinkett, with the local police
full participants in the effort
to keep Negroes and moderate
whites "in their place."
Many of the Negro famines
have family and friends miss-
ing, but are too frightened to
report it, for fear of reprisa,
and losing their own lives.
Women are treated shame-
fully in the prisons with not
even toothe paste or sanuary
napkins being brought to
them; most of the towns-
people are too frightened to
go near the jail.
In Meridian. Miss., one of
the two cities she visited. Miss
Pinkett found the Negroes
knew NOTHING about the
"Freedom Schools," but were
anxious to know of the schools.
The Catholic church is just
as intimidated as all other in-
stitutions, and in the past has
not even allowed NUNS
traveling in Mississippi to visit
the church and discuss the
Body
(Castlaned Fres rase 1)
civil right movement.
Any OUTSIDER traveling
in the Magnolia State must
learn to live with fear, and ex-
pect the worse at all times.
A Negro summed up Negro
reaction:
Mississippi is no worse NOW
than it has been for the past
10 years. an influx of white
. civil rights workers has given
the state national prominence,
but after the 'white folk go
North" Mississippi will settle
down to its old pattern—peo-
ple will forget—and those that
help with the movement will
be killed, intimidated. and
;otherwise abused and no one
will know or care
ed their local problems.
No official word on the ap-
:pointinent of a Negro press
ds except that budget prob-
lems might necessitate "get-
'ling someone from govern-
enact" who can carry their
salary with them.
• • •
' MAJOR MEMOS FDA.,
Jr. "salting on the coast of
Maine" while his name gets
tossed in the veep pot, but
some Insiders feel tie has only
his name to add to the ticket.
Poverty b 111 was knifed
neatly when governors were
given veto power within 30
• • •
NEW JERSEY: Candidate
William Stubbs. a Negro run-
ning on the Republican ticket
from the 11th District (Essex'
C WOOD
Southern Bell
Executive Moves
To Nashville
ed by Atty. Harry Scruggs. Charles R. Wood, division
Wife of the dead man. Mrs. commercial manager of South-
Odieque John son of the E. ern /ten.sn operations in West
Tngg Ave. address. said that Tennessee has been named di-
she was notified of her bus- vision marketing manager for
band's death by her brother. the Middle Tennessee area with
Boyd. She said she last seen headquarters in Nashville. The
her husband alive when he left announcement was made by J.
home about 2 pm. last Satur- M. Brown, general commercial
day. saying he was going to manager in Nashville.
Binghampton. While with Southern Be:: in
A native of Germantown. Memphis. Wood has been act-'
Johnson had lived in Memphis ive in civic affairs and at this
about 39 years. He had been time is nice president and di-
employed at the Chickasaw rector of Memphis Chamber of
Broom factor-3n rear of 236 S. Commerce: let vice president;
Wellington St., from 1949 until and director of Better Business
the time of his death. He was Bureau: member of board of
a former member of Goodwill"directors and a past president
Baptist church in Binghamin'of Junior Achievement of
ton. Memphis; Eastern District ;
Among survivors other than' chairman—Chickasaw Council,
his wife, are two sons. Eddie i Boy Scouts of America: Di-
Lee John so n. Jr.. of the E.!rector. Downtown Association:
Trigg Ave. address: two dough- Member of Rotary Club Mih-
ters. Mrs. Evelyn Williams of tarn Order of World Wars,
the same address. and Oliver Shelby United Neighbors. Cl-
Johnson of Chicago: and three tiler" Association;one
brothers. wtil Johnson. Buster President s Committee at
of Memphis: andJohnson. both Southwestern and is a deacon
nt Shady Grove Presbyterian
Deal Johnson of Chicago
church_
Funeral arrangements were
being made at Southern Fu.; Wood_ has 23 years service
neral Homes. with Southern Bell and has
represented them in Atlanta.
Ga Meridian. Miss.: Chatta-
Dawson nooga. Nashville. and on twooccasions in Memphis.
He. his wife Rose and two
(Centime! From Page 1) children reside at 115 Oak
Grove Rd.
and that business a well as in-
dividuals conform to that law.!
I doubt if this section will call'
for any flag-raising, sales we'
expect some of the witnesses'
to ask for it"
REKAn IS HOT ISSUE
The battle now raging in
Congress over reapportionment
Of legislatures as ordered by
the Supreme court shapes up as
a hot issue for the platform
writers. The Democratic party;
!liberals so far have waged a1
losing fight against Congress'
ordering the courts to withhold
enforcement of reapportion-
mere decisions until Congress
can act on its own on appos-
Peterson. divislori
sales manager of Southern Bell i
Telephone Company's Wert
Tennessee Operations, h a s
been promoted to the job cf
division marketing manager.
it was announced today by
0 S. Evant. Jr.. general mar-
keting manager
Peterson has 23 years serv-
ice with Southern Bell and
came to Memphis from Knox-
ville in 1951 He is president
of the American Marketing
association and a director of
the Germantown K 'won's
club.
Peterson. his wife Edna and
one son reside at 7586 Willey
tionment Rd. in Germantown.
BAD CREDIT? OR NO CREDIT?
IF your credit is Rail sod you iced a car.
les't Willy
SSE
F. S. Miller at Job, Wollford Co.
91S Valois Ave. PH. AA 6-0466
111S, V. SAL
TSD's Want Ads '
Convert Goods To
Cash In A Flash
Got a home you want to sell
MB apartment you Wald to net.
or a car for sale" Do you need
a job?
The Tri-State Defender can
Put the buyer in your lap in
almost nothing flat.
It matters not what you wan'.
to sell, the 'Tri-State Defender
can help You convert the mer-
chandise into cold, green cash.
For a special time. the Tri-
State Defences is offering a
service to petitions who want to
sell goods or sen ices through
want ads
The minimum price is 50
cents for two noes a week.
Take advantage of the TSD's
reduced rates by calltng Mrs.
Velma& Hal at 5264397 or 526-
OW.
(AN YOU USE
MORE CASH?_
CITY FINANCE
GR 01101110 FIOOV
STERICK BUILDING
111/1/151 /011,S 111,/ YOU
(..r
$15, 101
CIVIL
SERVICE
JOBS
GIVE LIFETIME
SECURITY
Men and Women
To Train Now For
Civil Service
Examinations
Pay as High as
92
TO START
Der
week
Green, School 'Educe.
usually suff.cont.
Kee, Ivor present rob
who binning. U.S. Co..
I eon onh,.
For ,fu'l inforrnerno. ;end
na-ne and address to
KEY
TRAINING SERvICE
lit•••• 193. DrIent Sri tiling
22 Sow* Ind Saver
Aiormahls, Tiosomira
T.4_. 5274167
kr* . 
Se. fre Rae* 
CiSY 
S'oga 
AS.  lea. 
days after presentation of any
community projects . both
the Minnesota Twins, Hum-
phrey and McCarthy staying
at the Shellburn in Atlantic
City where IJ3J will stay
once he makes a spectacular
arrival on Wednesday of the
convention week .
Sen. Carl Hayden of sAxi-
zona was very upset by the
Kuchel-Sahnger water bill;
when office was queried as
to whether California and Ari-
zona could combine water ef-
forts (the West has a tremen-
dous water shortage) one as-
tute reoprter said, "There ain't
that much water!"
College Minister
To Address NAACP
When the Memphis Bran: h
t AACP holds its r e g ul ii
Imonthly meeting Sunday, Aug
Owen College's ininistei
.Rev R H Green, will give io
inspirational speech.
The meeting is set for 4 pm
at Mt Olive CME church, 530
Linden Ave. Music will be sup
plied by the Young Pe op I (-
Choir of First Baptist church
S Lauderdale St.
Starts SAT. Astg,
One Big Week!
111111.1111 111111111111111 IND
PLUS — Tony Curtis " Wild And Wonderful"
Coining Next Sat. Age. 21 "The Killers"
Fack &toe
BARGAINS
Quality Values for Classtime, Playtime
BOYS WASH AND WEAR
FLANNEL AND GINGHAM
Sport Shirts
$117
Special buy .. huge assort-
ment of long sleeve shirts
in plaids and patterns.
Gingham or flannels
Choose smart button-down
or regular collar with per-
manent stays. Machine
wash, little or no iron.
Sizes 6 to 16.
COTTON 5140I1 SLEEVE STYLES 99C
AUTHENTIC WESTERN STYLE
Jeans
$133
Buy him the rugged 10-
ounce cotton denim jeans
that take plenty of rough-
tough wear at play and
school. Reinforced at
points of strain, sanforized
so they're easy-care in the
laundry Sizes 4 to 12.
Boys' Bulky Boys' Sturdy _
Orion' Sweaters Vinyl Oxfords
99
Zipper fronts in blue.
greisn. carnet grey Button
front blazer stripe cardi-
gan. Fully washable
Sizes S. M. L
199
Leather-like, long wear
vinyl upper Gripper sole,
cushion insole Moss green.
Sizes 814 to 13n and 1 to 3.
leter Quality Costs Less at Kress
KRESS
Mon. & Thurs. 9:30 til 9:00
Tues., Wed., Fri , Sat. 9:30 til 5:30
9 N. MAIN STREET
FREEMAN FURN. &
APPLIANCE CO.
AIR CONDITIONER WAREHOUSE SALE
al> 20,000 B T U
AIR-CONDITIONER
,xtra capacity, heavy-duty features
the imperial
room
weathermaker
NO MONEY DOWN
lit PAYMENT APRIL 1965
FREE FREE
69.95 TRANSISTO
AM-FM PORTABLE
RADIO
LEATHER-CASE
BATTERIES &
EARPHONE
MODEL X506—
GIVEN WITH ANY
AIR-CONDITIONER
PURCHASE
FROM 14,000 B T U UP 10 29,000 B.T.0
Off> 9,000 B.T.U.
AIR
-CONDITIONER
big on cooling, compact in pride
the cavalier
room
weathermaker
FREEMAN FURNITURES-
WH 1-2666 
w 266
APPLIANCE CO.
1940 SOUTH LAUDERDAL TIE T
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TESTED BY FIRE: A bill-
board displaying a picture of
a Negro girl, advertising a hal*
oil was bathed in gasolene and
set aflame by several young
white boys on Raleigh-Milling-
ton Road last week. A Negro
women witnessed the arson
and obtain the license num-
ber of the automobile in which
the youngsters were riding.
LONNIE C. WALKER, man-
ager of North Carolina Mutual
Insurance Company's local of-
fice, is still very ill at Crump
hospital. In the meantime his
duties are being carried on
by Alexander Dumas, who was
formerly the manager here•be-
fore being promoted to assis-
tant agency director, working
out of an Atlanta, Ga., office.
AAA which remained lily-
white in the south foe many
years are now accepting mem-
bership from Negro automo-
bile owners.
WHERE IS MRS. HENRY
LEWIS? She was the campaign
manager for Charles Ware
who was successful in his bid
for Constable in the Aug. 61h
Primary. It appears thi.t. Mrs.
Lewis was sort of left in the
lurch after steering her candi-
date to success.
• 2 Memphians In Aaron Henry Is
Cited At NPA
117"7-31
Basic Training
SAN ANTONIO, Tex. — Two
Memphis men are being as-
signed to Amarillo AFB, Tex.,
to attend the U.S. Air Force
technical training course for
supply specialists.
The men, both of whom have
completed their initial basic
military training at Lackland
AFB, Tex., are:
Airman Charles E. Bynum,
son of Mrs. Lydia Bynum of
2875 Broad. He is a 1964 grad-
uate of Lester high school.
Airman La Vaughn Edwards,
son of Mrs. Margaret E. Ed-
wards of 3019 Travis. He is a
1964 graduate of Mitchell high
school.
C. E. Bynum L. Edwards
0,41_4E, It.."11111,
Goodloe Music
School Offers
Maw/ Courses
The M. J. Goodloe School
of Music, located at 197 Good-
loe Ave., is accepting students
for Courses I and II in piano
and organ; voice culture I and
H, theory, harmony, chord pro-
gression, appreciation, hymn-
gib ology and singing groups. The
Mr school also specializes in
church music, anthems, hymns,
sacred and gospel music.
Samuel Goodloe, Sr., direc-
tor of the courses, is a gradu-
ate of LeMoyne college. He
attended Southern university
where he studied must, under
Mrs. Myrtle Tyus, Mrs. E.
Cole, Mrs. Mattie B. Perry and
L. Furgus '0Conner, the Eng-
lish organ master. Goodloe
also studied music in France.
He has been organist and
choir director at Martin Tem-
ple C.M.E. church for a num-
ber of years and also at Cen-
tenary Methodist c.h urch
•
•
•
NEW YORK—The outgoing
president of the National
Pharmaceutical A ssoci a-
tion, Howard L. Burley, of
Nashville, Tenn., has cited
Aaron Henry, "a pharmacist
and proud leader in Missis-
sippi," as "glorious proof to the
entire world" that pharmacists
are playing important roles
"in the magnificent social
change happening across the
United States."
Burley, addressing the NPA
18th annual convention here
at the Statler-Hilton Hotel,
said, "We, I am sure, were
thrilled beyond expression to
see Mr. Henry on national
television testifying in mili-
tant terms that now that Civil
Rights is the law of the land,
the Negroes of Mississippi—
aided by his leadership as
State NAACP president — in-
tend to take full advantage of
the law."
Urging NPA members to be-
come identified with the var-
ious Christian, civic, education-
al and business endeavors
that are in essence the very
heart of every American com-
munity, Burley said, "We must
lean support to groups and
persons standing for the digni-
fied worth of all men regard-
less of race, creed or color."
Presently he is organist at St.
Paul Baptist church.
A biology instructor at Car-
ver high school, Goodloe for
a number of years was a re-
search technician for Dr. Wol-
cott B. Dunha, research biolo-
gist at Kennedy Veterans hos-
pital.
Music is a hobby for Good-
loe. He says he enjoy helping
those who want to "learn mu-
sic the right way."
In 1958 the Sci Chs Bi Phy
Science club of Melrose high
school obtained Goodloe and
his nephew. Eugene Potts, to
sponsor the clubs's annual
program.
For further information
concerning the music school
call 948-5469, for appointments.
• The Home of . . .• • 
'60 CADILLAC  $2495
62 Convertible — Aztec red
with new white nylon top.
Red leather interior—Power
steering. brakes, windows.
seat—Excellent tires.
'61 CADILLAC  $3295
60 Special Fleetwood 4-door.
Gleaming black with immacu-
late black and white interior.
This one is a real cream
puff! Full power. factory air
cond., 30,000 actual miles. See
to appreciate.
'59 BUICK . $1395
Electra 225 4-dr. Hlop. A
beautiful light with luxuri-
ous harmonizing interior.
Power windows, seat, steer-
ing, brakes and factory air
cond. See this, it's really
sharp.
62 CHRYSLER  S2095
Newport 4-dr. irtop. Dusty
rose with beige top. A very
clean, one-owner car that has
all power and factory air
cond. Extra clean.
61 CADILLAC  $2795
62 6-window sedan. York blue
with matching interior. One
owner Memphis car that
has had excellent care. All
power, factory air cond.,
new w.w. tires.
'62 Cadillac $3495
62 6-window sedan, 2 to
choose from. Power steering.
brakes, six way power seat
plus factory air cond. See
these, they are nice.
'64 NICK . $3095
Electra 225 4-door sedan, A
real luxury car at a down-to-
earth Alamo beige with
matehing interior. All power,
factory air cond. Original and
like new throughout.
'63 CADILLAC  $4750
Sedan de Ville. 4 windows.
Gorgeous Palomino with
beige interior. All power
equipment plus factory air.
Low mileage, one owner.
'59 CADILLAC • • • 41995
62 4-dr. H'top. Breton blue
with white top. Matching in-
terior, all power accessories
plus factory air cond. Clean
and original throughout.
'60 CADILLAC .  S2495
62 4-dr. Raven black with at-
tractive beige interior. A one-
owner beauty that's equipped
with all power and factory
air cond.
SOUTHERN MOTORS, INC •
Factory-approved warranty available ONLY
front your Cadillac dealer
341 Unien—JA 6•8207 or JA 7.9E10
Open Evenings
 
ISAVE go* .. h:rn. dlielivaradle
;silk
each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORK
CART HOME ,SAVINGS!
Ceremonies at the Naval Air Station, here, Memphis,
last week saw three employees of the Navy Exchange re-
ceiving awards for their years of service, The awards.
10-)ear service pins and letters of appreciation, were
presented to, from left: Mrs. Lena Bowers of Route 2, Mil-
lington, employed at the Navy Exchange cafeteria; Mr,..
Taliaferro Says 'Shelby
County Should Be Split'
A t t y. Lewis Tahaferro,
former State Senator, who is
t h e Democratic nominee to
the State Senate, District 32,
advocates that Shelby County
should be split into two dis-
tricts. He also said that citi-
zens of this county are be-
ing "short-changed" on .Con-
gressional representation.
Citizens of Shelby County
are being' seriously short-
changed in their representa-
tion in Congress. On a num-
erical basis, a voter in the ad-
jacent Eighth Congressional
District has three times the
representation in Congress as
a voter in Shelby County. The
Ninth Congressional District
includes only Shelby County.
The U.S. Supreme Court
has ruled that congressional
districts must be as nearly
equal as possible on a popula-
tion basis.
According to the 1960 cen-
sus, the Eighth Congressional
District, comprising nine coun-
ties, had 223,387 residents.
This makes it the State's smal-
lest district on a population
basis.
The Seventh Congressional
District in 1960 had 232,652
residents. The Seventh and
Eighth Districts combined had
a population of 456,039 as
compared to the Ninth Dis-
trict (Shelby County) which
had 627,019. The inequity is
obvious. The Ninth District
has almost three times as many
people as the Eighth.
There are urgent and com-
pelling reasons for the next
Legislature to redistrict the
state's congressional seats. If
the Legislature does not re-
map the congressional seats,
.the Federal courts are going
to order that it be done or, in
,the alternative, that all of our
Icongressmen run at large.
, We should not wait for this
Ito be done. Fairness and
'equity require immediate ad-
justments be made so that
'every citizen of Tennessee in
so far as practicable has an
, equal voice in Our national
Congress, said Taliaferro.
I The Legislature has the re-
sponsibility for apportionment
of Congressional seats.
Taliaferro said "The Seventh
and Eighth congressional dis-
tricts should be combined in-
to one district and the Ninth
Church To Observe
Founder's Day
Warren Methodist church,
1606 Kansas St., has made
plans to celebrate Founder's
Day, Sunday, Aug. 23, during
the 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. serv-
ices.
The morning message will
he delivered by the pastor,
Rev. Cecil H. Marcellus, Jr.,
and Rev. D. W. Simmons, pas-
tor of Golden Methodist
church will preach the after-
noon sermon.
A resume of the church's
history and registration of the
membership will be read. The
oldest and the youngset mem-
ber will be given special rec-
ognition.
The public is invited. Mrs.
Ruthie Rimmer is chairman
of the celebration. Mrs. Lillv•
Wheeler is vice-chairman.
QUALITYJ
Full-Bodied
Tangy
SPEAt
Puv,Apakeida I/
ADAPA IL
V1NEGAKS
Be SPEASific... Always Ask for SPEAS!
0 BY BUS
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
Elzora Phillips of Route 2. Arlington employed at the
Navy Exchange laundry, and Mrs. Addle M. Pugh of Route
2, Arlington, employed at the Navy Exchange Laundry by
Captain Stoughton Sterling, Jr., Naval Air Station Com-
manding Officer.
(Shelby County) split into,
I two districts."
Ile added "Enough adjoin-
ing counties should be includ-
ed with the second district
created in Shelby County to
satisfy the formula."
"The population of t h e
largely rural Seventh and
Eighth districts has remained
, fairly static through the years;
whereas there has been ari
extraordinary population in-
crease in Shelby County dur-
ing the last two decades. This
population boom is, expected
to continue." said Taliaferro.
Taliaferro who led the legis-
lative ticket in 1960 when he
was elected to the State Sen-
ate, again led the ticket in
the Aug. 6 Primary Election.
•
OWEN
COLLEGE
Accredited by
The Southern Association
of Colleges and Secondary Schools
Approved Pre-Teacher Training
1964 FALL SEMESTER
REGISTRATION
ACTIVITIES
Freshman - Orientation & Testing,
Sept. 9, 10, 11. Wed., Thur., Fri.
Registration - Sept. 14, 15,
Mon., Tues.
Classes Begin, Sept. 16
Late Registration
Sept. 16, 21
For Further Information Write:
Office of Admissions
Owen College
P.O. Box 25..53
Memphis 2, Tenn.
Or
CALL JA 5-1373
Turner Says He'll
Continue To Work
Jesse H Turner expressed
"sincere appreciation for the
support given by the citizens
of this community" during the
Aug. 6th election in which he
was a successful condidate for
the Tennessee Limited Con-
stitutional Convention.
He said "I shall continue to
work to make democracy a
reality in our community,
state and nation."
Turner is vice president-
cashier of a local bank and
president of the Memphis
Chapter NAACP. He is the
first Negro elected to such a
position in Shelby County.
Elliston Civic Club
Hears Rev. Pitts
The Elliston Heights Civic
club was addressed by Rev.
Pitts during a meeting at
Dunn Avenue School Monday.
Arnett Hirsch is president of
the club. Mrs. Selena Baker
is club reporter.
Know Your Negro History
Booker T. Washington once
said of Bert Williams, "He has
done more for the Negro race
than I have. He has smiled
his way into peoples hearts.
I have been obliged to fight."
YaCdio%reintai
FOR FALL
New Season Favorites
Ladies Acetate Tricot
Half Slips
88c
Now's the perfect time to
stock up on all the half slips
you need. Lovely embroi-
dered acetate tricot ... so
smooth you might even
guess it's silk. Elastic waist,
seam to seam shadow panel.
Choose pastels and high
fashion colors to go with
every outfit you own.
Sizes S, M, L, XL.
Seamless Nylons
2 Prs• 88C
From every angle these sheer nylons
look wonderful. Yours in the sea-
son's smartest shades from Amer-
ica's finest hosiery mills.
Low, Low, Price!
Acetate Tricot
Panties
4 prs.$100
What a buy! Silky-smooth
acetate tricot panties with
comfort-fit elasticized waist-
band and leg openings. Mar-
velous selection of pastels
and new high fashion colors.
Flannel-lined
Boxer Longues%
For Boys and Girls
Only 99c
Regularly $1.39
Now outfit your boys and girls for
the whole Fall and Winter season —
at tremendous savings. These are
the warm slacks you like, in cotton.
corduroy, sharkskin, denim flannel
. . . every inch lined in soft-napped
cotton flannel. Solids, plaids, checks
and patterns — hurry in,,stock up at
big Kress savings. Sizes 3 to 6.
KRESS
MONDAY & THURSDAY 9:30 til 9:00
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, FRIDAY,
SATURDAY 9:30 til 5:30
9 NO. MAIN STREET
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F• amily reunion of the Boyd fam▪ ily was attended by the
above members. They are, seated left to right Mrs. Eliza-
beth Boyd and her husband, James Boyd who are the
parents); Miss Pearl Boyd. Elbert Boyd of Detroit; Mrs.
Jimmie L Somerville and Oneal Boyd of Millington. Stand-
Grandchildren and great-grandchildren of the Boyd Fami-
ly included: seated, left-right Pamela Harris, Henry D.
Adams, being held by Wilson Boyd: Mrs. Dorothy Cle-
means. holding her son, Gerard, Wilbert Boyd, Jr., Don-
nell Boyd of Detroit; Mary My Dell of Los Angeles and
Michael Turner of Memphis. Standing: Homer Boyd, Jr.
DEFENDER
ing are: Mrs. Beulah Montgomery, Curtis Boyd and Mrs.
Annie Marie Lane of Detroit; Mrs. Maya Opal Gill of
Memphis; Homer Boyd of Los Angeles, Mrs. Evelyn Jones
and Wilbert Boyd of Detroit and Mrs. Mattie J. Harris of
of Los Angeles, Annette Lane. Detroit, Milsalyn Boyd,
Mrs. Georgia Turner, Miss Pearl Somerville. Mrs. Mar-
garet Boone, and Miss Odessa Somerville, Miss Opal F.
Jones of Detroit, Miss Brenda Harris of Millington, Sharon
and Carolyn Harris of Millington and Kenneth Boyd of
Detroit. (Photos by B. T. Christont .
To Celebrate Mr. And Mrs. James Boyd Hold4 This Sunday
The Sunshine and Red Cir- Family Reumon At Their Home
gr,
mi
for
faa, New Baptist
TP Church Startel
Out-of-town in-laws includ-
ed: Mrs. Pearl Adams, Mrs.
Doris Boyd of Los An gel e s,
• • • Barbara Boyd and Jimmie
Boyd of Detroit; Sylvester
Somerville, Leu Gill and
cle Girls Fellowship of Great-
er Mt. Zion Baptist church, Thirty-five members of the Among guests attending the
'Charles Clemons, Mand r. and
1414 Davis St., have planned family of Mr. and Mrs. James!affair were: Mrs. Ruby Win- Mrs. Ferdinand Malone.
a celebration for Sunday, Aug. Boyd gathered on the lawn'
23, at 3 p.m. The theme is of their home at 6973 Locke 
!ters and daughter, Cassandra;
"Living For Jesus." Rd. in Millington, last week-
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Boyd,
Guest speaker will be Miss end for a family reunion. cousins of the family; James
Siane Sykes, a member of Family members came from Sproggling, Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
Greater Mt. Zion Baptist the areas of Los Angeles, lie Joe Harris, Mr. and Mrs.
church. Calif., Detroit, Mich., Mem- Arthur Herring and daughter;
The Youth Choir of Sum- phis and Millington. Mrs. Verneda Horne and
merfield Baptist church will Dinner was served buffet daughter; Mrs. Elizabeth Rel-
supply vocal music, style on the front lawn from therford, Mrs. Betty Taylor,
Rev. E. V. McGhee is the tables draped with lace cloths Lynda Kay Horne, Charlie Mc-.1 church's pastor. and a centerpiece of pink Lernore, Mrs. Gladys Thorap-
roses. son and sons, Rickey and
Wardell: Iverson Jones and
daughter, Iva Mae; Eddie liar-
Electronic Fire Alarm :is. James Taylor, Joe Wil-
An electronic home fi-a liamson and R. J. Roddy.
a'arm that will automatical.v
hs atert residen:s wnen room
A new Baptist church was temperature reac'..; 130 dc-
rid formally opened last Sunday grees Fahrenheit is on the
tut when services were conducted market.
an. at New Testament Missionary The small unit which send,
• Baptist church, located at 963 cut a loud signal, must be
a Florida St. The edifice was plugged-in to remain fury
formerly occupied by Mt.
Re charged, but it will work even!
Pleasant Baptist church which if the fire causes electrical
ars recently moved to Florida and failure.
L Trigg Ave.
Pastor of the new church is Baptist church was organized
• Rev. M. E. Pleasure of Oxford, Juts' 10 of this year.
ga miss. Most of the 50-member Members of the deacon
yo congregation were former board are L. C. Askew, Will
ea: members of St. Jude Baptist Ellion. Amos Fleming, Moody
church before a recent "split." Hassell, Clarence Turks, Sr..
do New Testament Missionary and W. T. Woodward.
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Phone Air Conditioned
DINE AT
The Black Hut
1775 CASTAL,A ST.
Specializing in Home Cooked Meals
STEAKS - CHOPS - SEAFOODS
BARBECUE - BREAKAST
ALL KINDS of DRINKS
Open 6 a.m. Close I axe.
OWNERS
Mr. George Driver. Jr. • Mr. & Mrs. Percy Moody
MORRISON
REALTY CO.
Pastor's Note
Hollywood Business Section would
easily convert to church, former
theatre bldg. Will seat over 800
people, very fine brick construction,
can buy at a bargain. -
REALTORS
3217 Summer Ave
FA 4-4423 BILL MORRISON
T.V. BINGO
CARDCOLOR
THIS WEEK IS
BROWN
UNTIL NOON
AUGUST 21st
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•
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GOWNS
s.olors and Color
Combinations
Badges for Ushers aid
' Organinsitions
(613CH FURNITURE UM
hips, Past, Gra Ttliln
towel* Prices Available
WRITE rot FREE CATAI.06
SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
701 N $4.,N.E. 65 Whitehall it., LW.
Washington 2, D.C. Atlanta 3, Georgia
New Subscription Order
Kindly send me the Tri-State
Defender to address below
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50
TO 
1
Street Address
City
THE NEW TRI STATE DEFENDER
Zone No 
 Stole 
3 DAY
SPECIAL
THUR.-FRI.-SAT.
HOTDOG WITH CHILI
PLUS
ROYAL CROWN COLA
194
THINK OF S.H. KRESSWHEN YOU THINK OF FOOD
I\ THIS THUR. FRI.- SAT.
KRESS
're
Mon. & Thurs. 9:30 til 9:00
'Tues., Wed., Fri., Sat. 9:30 til 5:30
9 NO. MAIN STREET
Pastor Of First Baptist Church
On Beale Reveals Discussion Of
SATURDAY, AUGUST 22, 1964
Entertain For
Houseguest From
New York
Mr. and Mrs. Manuel Tug-
Merger With Union Baptist Church
church voted unanimously to
accept the idea of the merger.
An answer is expected from
the Turley Street church's
congregation in the near fu- ized 101 years ago in the base- I
ture. 
ment of a white Baptist church
at the corner of Beale and
Main Sts., where the M & M
Building stands today. Found-
ers of the church included the
Plans are being discussed ,merging and grow bigger and
to effect a membership be-stronger."
tween the historic First Bap- I First Baptist Church of
tist Church of Beale at 379 Beale is the first Negro built
Beale St., and the Union Bap- 
and owned church in the Tr -list Church at 208 Turley St. State area. It was first built
The approximately 300 mom- of ''brush" in 1854. When the
bership at the Beale Street congregation dedicated the
present edifice in 1863, it paid
the entire $100,000 cost of con-
struction.
The church was first organ- .
Rev. James A. Jordan, pas-
tor of First Baptist on Beale,
said in a news release, con-
cerning the proposed merger:
"Together we can give more
aid to our young folk in schol-
arships and provide a rest
home and medical aid to our
elderly folk."
He added "many of our
young people drop out of school
because of non-support from
home and church. Many of
our old people suffer after
retirement because many of
them worked on jobs which
did not provide pensions, re-
tirement plans, insurance or
hospitalization."
Union Baptist Church which
boasts of approximately 300
members today was formed in
1938 after 60 members with-
drew from First Baptist
Church on Beale St. and join-
ed about 40 members of the
old Tabernacle Baptist church
and created Union Baptist
church.
Rev. West is also the pastor
of Mt. Moriah Baptist church
at 1098 S. Wellington St.
Rev. Argie Suggs, assistant
gle of 1155 Springdale St., en-
tertained for John Henry Higgs
of Mt. Vernon, N .Y.. when he
was their houseguest for a
, week, recently.
The 'niggles entertained at a
'party in their home for Mr.
!Higgs. Among guests attending
l were Mr. and Mrs. Albert Ma-
'ble. Miss Mozetta Fort, Mrs.
1Dorothy Parks, Mr. and Mrs.
Leamon Turner, Mrs. Elizabeth
1Russell, Mrs. Odle L. Brown,
!Ed Williams, Mrs. Sadie King,
,Sam Qualls, Mrs. Lois McKee of
Chicago and others.
Also entertaining for Mr.
4liggs during his visit here were:
pastor of Union Baptist church, Mrs. Amanda Elliot, Mr. and
told the Tri-State Defender, Mrs. James Gooden, Mr. and
when contacted, that he did 1Mrs. Arthur Douglas. Mr. and
not know of the merger dis- Mrs. Arthur Lattimer, Mr. and
Rev. Morris Henderson and an cussion. He said "somebody is Mrs. Clint Cleaves, Mrs. Cordie
associate pastor, Rev. Scutt going too fast." IM. Wilson and Mrs. 011ie King.
Keys. The congregation first
worshipped in a building at
the corner of Beale and Laud-
erdale Sts. At that time, Mem-
phis city limits were at Union
Ave.
When the pastor of Union
Baptist was contacted, he told
the Tri-State Defender that he
knew nothing about the mer-
ger "because it has not been
discussed with me." He added,'
"None of the main officials of
Rev. Jordan continued: "This the church have not discussed
act (merger) should be a new it to my knowledge, nor has
trend for the Baptist church, the entire membership voted
Instead of splitting—and bare- on it. However, some other
ly existing—we should start members could have."
CAREER MEN WANTED
Boy Scout Program Offers Excellent Opportunity
for Career Men.
Splendid openings for young men with college de-
gree* in areas of Leadership, Organization, Admini-
stration, Promotion and Publicity.
Special Training Will Be Given at the
NATIONAL TRAINING SCHOOL New Jersey
Salaries corn para b I e with Teachers and other
Professions.
For Futher Information Call
Chickasaw Council B.S.A. Office
525-2351 — N.B. Powell
ANOTHER
T.V. BINGO
WINNER
CONGRATULATIONS
MRS. MAMIE
GOSSITT
3517
MILLARD RD.
WINNER OF
$250.00
GET YOUR
FREE
BRAND—NEW
QUALITY STAMPS
GIFT BOOK
NOW AT
BIG STAR!
22, 1964
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WEEK OF AUGUST 22 - 28, 1964 DEFENDER l'age
Elks To Reveal New Plans For
Scholarships At Convention
The 10th anniversary of the
historic U.S. Supreme Court
ai decision, ordering desegrega-
tion of the nation's public
schools, will be observed with
special emphasis this month
at the annual convention of
one of the world's largest fra-
ternal organizations, .the Im-
proved, Benevolent, Protect-
ive Order of Elks of the,
World. Federal Judge Thur-
good Marshall will be featur-
ed speaker.
The convention led by Hob-
son R. Reynolds, G.E.R. is
scheduled for August 21-31,
inclusive, in Miami, Fla. The
anniversary program will be
a special feature, under the
direction of the Elks Depart-
ment of Education, headed by I
long-time Grand Commission-
Ask er of Education, George W.
Ir Lee of Memphis, Tenn.
More than 50,000 are ex-
pected at the convention.
Commissioner Lee's depart-
ment has d a three-
way program including an
Education Department Ban-
quet, a baccalaureate sermon
for some 500 members of the
Education Department's Cap
and Gown clubs, and the
"commencement address" by
Judge Marshall, reviewing
and evaluating the Decision of
'54, regarded widely as the
first major battle in the cur-
rent Negro Revolution in the
United States.
Judge Marshall will be es-
DR. RICHARD V. MOORE
pecially honored by Elks Edu-
cation department for the part
he played in the legal jousts
which' ended in the 1954 vic-
tory before the Supreme
Court. The Elks will honor
him as "The Educator of the
Decade."
1954 COURT DECISION
It was Judee Marshall who
led the legal forces which
successfully argued the case!
against segregated schools, and:
brought about the decision of'
ten years ago. From 1950 to
1961, Judge Mai shall was di-
rector-counsel of the NAACP
Legal Defense and Education-
al Fund, Inc. in charge of a
program of legal aid and as-
sistance to worthy Negroes be-
ing denied rights guaranteed
by the Constitution of the
United States, He holds the
Spingarn medal, and was con-
firmed as a U.S. Circuit Judge,
Second Circuit, in 1962.
Judge Marshall will deliver
his Anniversary address at
the Elks International orator-
ical contest in the municipal
auditorium in Miami, Fla.
Eight regional oratorical con-
test winners will compete for
more than $1,000 in first prize
scholarships. Each has already
won a thousand dollar Elks
scholarship to the college of
their choice by winning the
regional competition. Now
they will be v),ing for the ad-
ditional cash iionus which goes
with the national first place.
Slated to be present in the
audience are scores of other
recipients of Elk scholarships.
Among them are expected
Spottswood Bolling, one of the
five original plaintiffs in the
historic Supreme Court Case
of '54. He recently graduated
from college on an Elk schol-
arship. He will be given a
plaque, "Symbolising," accord-
ing to Grand Commissioner
Lee, "the five young people
who carried their case to the
Supreme Court and thus open-
ed the door to the Negro rev-
olution, laid the groundwork
for the Civil Rights Law, and
brought us to the threshold of
the door of first-class citizen-
, ship."
ELKS MEET CHALLENGE
Also to be remembered dur-
ing the Anniversary will be
other recipients of Elk schol-
arships. Behind their proud
challenge, "If you will inte-
grate them. . . the Elks will
educate them," the Elk Edu-
cation Department, under
Grand Commissioner Lees
guidance, has awarded more
than 980 scholarships, to both
white and Negro students.
An award went to Walter
Barr. a young white student
from Arizona; to Ezell Blair,
one of the three students who
started the sit-in movement in
Greensboro, N.C., to Minnie
Jean Brown, one of the Little
Rock Nine, to Lonnie King,
who led the protest move-
ment in Atlanta, Ga., to Ernest
Green, Jr., one of the Little
Rock Nine, the first Negro
graduated from that city's
Central high school: to Auth-
urine Lucy at the University
of Alabama, and many others.
James Meredith was offered
Elks scholarship aid in his
historic University of Missis-
sippi battle.
Some of today's leading civ-
il rights fighters were recipi-
ents of Elk Scholarships.
Among them are James Farm-
er, director of CORE; Doro-
thy Height, successor to Mary
McLeod Bethune, president of
the National Council of Ne-
gro Women: Joseph Waddy,
municipal judge of the District
of Columbia, and others.
FIGHT FOR EQUALITY
Grand Commissioner Lee
points out, "We have joined
in every fight for equality in
education. The Department of
Education organized the ora-
torical contest and has re-
cruited high school students
from all over the land to
speak on some phase of the
American Constitution.
"Each regional winner is
granted scholarship aid over
a four year period. This was
done for the further purpose
of giving American citizens on
all levels greater knowledge
U work, U driv•
6 Months on Job Qualifies
OVER 75 CARS FROM
$99 TO $899
$5 DOWN $5 WEEK
ALL MAKES—COLORS
and BODY STYLES
Sterna personally or call only
GENE WILDER
Hoehn Chevrolet
370 Union Ave JA 7-4478
of the dream of the founding
fathers so that America might
be freed from the shackles of
racism and thus reach the le\
of maturity and adaptabi.
which is essential for Its si.
vival.
"For 27 years people in the
United States and Canada and
in the Islands of the Seas
have heard young orators
speak on the constitution and
have been stirred with the de-
termination to bring direct and
powerful pressure to bear up-
on the government. These
young orators have helped to
crystallise the Negro's deter-
mination to move faster in
the march towani full recog-
nition of the equality of citi-
zenship for all Americans,-
'
said Lee.
I EXALTED RULER
!COLLABORATES
, The Grand Exalted Ruler of
the Elks, Hobson R. Reynolds.
is collaborating with the
. Grand Commissioner of Edu-
cation in the inauguration of
plans to double the scholar-
ship aid to students on the
'Elks scholarship roll. The plan
will be announced during the
August convention in Miami.
Already there are more than
45 students scheduled to re-
ceive Elk scholarships for the
1964-65 school year.
Monday night's anniversary
program is being pointed up
as a milestone along the Elks'
path of "You integrate them
—the Elks will educate them.''
The Elks have already spent
close to $2 million in the last
quarter century to do this.
Prodigy
Leslie Stevens, creator and
executive proaucer of WIIKIt-
-TV's "The Outer Limits,"
wrote his first plays at the a'4e
PEST
EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED
"WE KILL TO LIVE"
CALL
O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-6033 
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Pace setters at work at A&I -... A summer workshop has
just closed at Tennessee A&I State university where stu-
dents with faculty repreventatives took a good look at
the part they play in the foreward-movement of A&I.
Together with faculty, students are forming team groups
to enhance the services and opportunities the Nashville
school offers the University family. Shown here are
(reading from 1(40—sitting—Student Council President
of 11 at the time his father,
Vice Admiral Leslie C. Stevens
was attached to the U. S. Em-
bassy in London.
BEAUTY SHOP
519 Vance Ave. 527-1150
COMPLETE BEAUTY
SERVICE
Manicuring and Fa t.itil% For
MEN and WOMEN
Back to School Special on
HAIR STYLES
"SPECIAL"
PERMANENTS were $16.50
NOW 12,50
"F RE E"
With th• Price Of A Permanent
these are *restyles we are °Heron
• Hair Styling • Conditioning
• Hair Cuts
We Specialize in Setting Wigs
WE HAVE OPENING for
Beauty Operator
BOOTHS FOR RENT
Completely Modern Shop
Air Conditioned
LeMoyne Summer Courses Attract
• Nearly 200 High School Students
A
MORE ACTION, PLEASE---MIss MatIlu Sanchez, a graduate student in speech and drome at Yale, directs
a section of the humanities "minor conducted for high school stud•nts during the summer at LeMoyn•
College. Other Yale graduate students at LeMoyn• during the summer session were Mr. and Mrs. David
Winter and Phillip B•rtocci. They were assisted by two advance students from Grinnell College, Misses
Elorothy Hatcher and Kristi Williams.
LOOKING THROUGH THE .LENSES---Fiv• of the high school students enrolled in the, science institute
•r L•Neyn• during the summer are shown conducting an experiment under the direction of Lewis H.
Twigg Jr., o second-year medical student at Meharry. The institute was free to 42 students and was
possible be a 110 000 arant from the National Science Foundation.
LEARNING TO SWIM--•A beginners' class in rtscreational swimming was en• of the features of L•Moyn•
•College's summer sessions. Mrs. Pearl 
Vaughn (hands upraised), of Grombling College and formerly of
LeMayne, directed the water courses. She was assisted by nine undergraduate and graduate students.
Noes than 75 person@ of all ages rook advantage of these 
cl 
WHAT DOES IT SAY?--Miss EsrlIn• Houston, standing left, o '64 grad.
vote of LeMoyne who will enter the University of Tennessee School of
Medicine this fall, directs an atomic energy experiment for high school
students who attended the science institute at the college this summer.
The institute was coordinated by Dr. Walter W. Gibson, chairman of
Latiloysit's natural srienre
A LLASS IN MATH---High s
fuse at Lehloyn• during the
under direction of David Win
chool students enrolled in the science insti-
summer are shown in a mathematics class
ter, a graduate student at Yale Uniy•rsity.
Young Scholars
For Special
NMI rly 120 high whoni st ii
home tittle. and trainees and
participated In recreational
seesions at LeMoyns
Courses in the humanitie
rat capacity and tO Improv
Give Up Part Of Vacation
Study At eMoyne
age _at growlst enurefl in the
an siiiintionnl 75 youngsters of various ages
swimming classes offered during the summer
e.
s were designed to test each student to his full.
e the rainier of high school students planning
to enter colNge.
Daniel W. Aldridge, Jr., of New York City: Dr. Zeima
George of Cleveland. Ohio, workshop consultant; Dr. W.
S. Davis, president of A8a. Standing — Miss Loretta Kin-
caid', member of the Governor's Youth ('ommission;
Armistead Burks, vice president, Student Council; Miss
Patricia Sawyer. University Counselor; Miss Carolyn
Hardy, cheerleader: and Arthur Wynn. 1963-64 editor of
the student newspaper, The Meter. !Gunter Photo).
NOW the beauty secret of women who care . . . comes to MEMPHIS!
40. A phone call now will bring a Starlight representative to
the home at your convenience.
• Cosmetics for every beauty need
• Home remedies for better health
 • Sundries of every description.
EXTRA EARNINGS!
Men 'and women can work lull or part tim.
"Ding national ly •acc•pt•d Starlight products
in own neighborhood or area. For dependable
Mean,. CALL Memphis 398-3050 for con,
piste information.
Hair Pressing Creams; Shampoos;OT, Egg or
Medicated Tar; Deadorant-Creom, Roll-On or
Spray, Hand Lotions; Powder-Pressed or
Loose; Lip•tick•Spiscial Shades; P•rfurn•s
and Colognes..
"DIRECT TO YOU" SALE
'KEEPS STARLIGHT COSTS
WITHIN YOUR REACH
Have a Starlight of Miami representatIvel
call at your home or write to address below:
CALL Memphis 398-3050
P. 0. Box 16334, Memphis 16, Tenn.
THAT'S THE CORRECT ANSWER—Mrs. Judith Winter, o philosophy major studying for a doctorate •t
Yale, instructs a humanities seminar class of high school students or L•Moyne College. The seminar
was conducted this summer under direction of Dr. Clifton M. Johnson. Mrs. Wint•r's husband, David
Winter, also o Yale groduat• student, loath, mathematics in the colleg•'s science institute for husk
school studen t‘.
BIOLOGY AND BABY CHICKS—Whet happens when hormones from a rooster ore Injected into baby "
chicks? These students are finding the answer in an experiment directed by Lewis H. TwIgg, Jr. This I
was part of the science institute conducted by LeMoyn• College for high school students this summer. •
The institute, attended lw 12 from eons,,. hied, schools, was sssss owed In the Methanol Scion, • Fatindotion. I
STUDENT EXPRESSION•-High school students attending the hurnaniti•• seminar conducted by LeMeyn•
College this summer were given opportunities to express their views en various topics and subjects. A
group assembled in the college lecture hall listens attentively as one of their fellow students expounds.
Seventy-five were enrolled in the seminar which str•ssed philosophy. history  I nod Ammo
The humanities seminar. Coordinated by Dr. Clifton 14. Johnson of LeMoyne, ass taught gradu-
ate student. from Yale University. Seventy-five high school youngsters were enrolled.
The science Institute was attended by 42 student. living In Mem phis and surrounding areas. It wag
sponsored by Dr. Walter W. (Melon of LeMogne. The Institute won taught by members of Leldnyne's
science faculty and advanced and graduate students.
Two advanced students from 0 rinnell College In Iowa assinted the humanitles seminar faculty.
Coming from Yale to teach I h e gerniner were Phillip Rertneci. hietory Mies Menlo Ranches. speech
a11,1 &NMI, and Mrs. Judith Winter. philmophy. Also from 'Yale was Mrs. Winter'm husband. Da-
vid Winter. who taught matheme lice in the science Institute. The four Yale students are studying
for doctorates.
Aselsting them from Grinnell were Misses Dorothy Holeher end ti'nittl WIlliame.
An exchange prograM between heltioyne ami Grinnell In In the making.
The semi. r group heard neveral lect wee, including three telelectures. They MAO ited art gal-
teller; and attended musical event send showings of special film.
An extra feature wee a drains workshop conducted hr Miss Sancho,
The science Inat ittite was dIvIderi hito two groups, chemistry and mat berme tics. and biology and
methemetlea Amileting Dr. Giboon were Dr. John Buehler. professor of chemistry at Lekicipte Da-
vid lyre. formerly of the Peace Corps ; Steve Taylor, graduals, student et North Catarina. Cones.:
Mire Earline Houston, a LeMoyne gracluntae who enter. University of Tennessee Schtml of Medicine
thte fall ; James Haley. a biology major at LeMoyne ; Mr. Winter frogs Yale: Lewis N. Twig, Jr.,
second year medleal student at Meherry. and Everett McKim!, a 1964 graduate of toMoyne who
will enter Meharry this fall.
The group was carried to Oak Ridge 01 the clime 01 the seseinn.
Becrestionai swimming classes were under direction of Mrs. Pearl Vaughn sf (trembling Cr.illege
In Latulelana. AseletIng her in directing the classes were UM!. Gorvion, Mewl Taylor. Clifton /hrs.'s.
ton. Robert Williams. Roy Logan, Miss Juanita Johnson, PAW Fannie Webb, Mlie Ellen Webb and
Othe Firanctnn Jr. •
Mi.. Merge ret Bueh-MeWilliems. registrar arid Also direct nr of heMoirair's summer Newtons had
high praise for the youth progra ins am the college the said they mill be continued and given edill•
11011111 emphnsis.
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The Best Available
A young man was recently
hired as a city building inspec-
tor.
That a young man has been
hired for a city job is not unusual
and it is hardly of news note.
But in this case it is of tremend-
ous note. T h e young man,
Charles Clark is a Negro — and
this is the first time in the his-
tory of Memphis — to any liv-
ing person's knowledge that a
Negro has been hired in such
capacity by this city.
Mr. Clark is well qualified for
the job. He made the highest
score on a Civil Service exami-
nation, revealed City Commis-
sioner Hunter Lane, Jr., under
whose department he is hired,
at a salary of $500 a month.
The hiring of Mr. Clark for
the job is significant in several
ways.
First, we have long advocated
"hire according to qualification
and not racial identification."
Second, Commissioner Lan e
could have well remembered
that former Commissioner John
T. "Buddy" Dwyer was defeat-
ed by him because of the heavy
Negro vote he (Lane) received,
This heavy .Iegro vote WeILL to
Commissioner Lane because he
promised during his campaign
that he would hire according to
qualification. Mr. Dwyer was
accused of losing the Negro vote
because he had failed to hire
any Negroes in his department.
At the heart of the Civil
Rights struggle of Negroes here
in Memphis as well as through-
out the United States is a desire
for an equal opportunity for de-
velopment, advancement, recog-
nition. The prime motive is not
social fraternization as morbid-
ty feared by many white Ameri-
cans.
We are glad to see Commis-
sioner Lane take this historic
step of "hiring Mr. Clark be-
cause he was the best available."
Many Negro citizens here are in
dire need of good jobs, which
are required to be good citizens.
Moreover, we hope t hat
change in the city hiring policy
will be implemented in every
department of City and County
government.
Memphis, like the nation, must
develop all of its potential to re-
main progressive.
Notwithstanding
by Thaddeus T. Stokes
COMPASSION AND
BRUTALITY
A clarion call to duty; a burst
of violence; an act of compas-
sion; and then heartless brutali-
ty. These were some of the ele-
ments packed into one rapidly
moving incident last week.
The clarion call to duty was
the response of fellow police-
men when Officer R. N. Parris
was shot in the leg by a Negro
youth.
The burst of violence occurred
when the youth fired the shot
into the leg of Officer Parris.
An act of compassion took
place when Miss Bertha Mae
Robinson, 21, of 540 Pontotoc,
who happened to be walking
along the street, accompanied
by a male, heard the out-cry of
the wounded officer who wailed
"I'm shot. Somebody help me."
Miss Robinson, not heeding
the warning of others standing-
by, went to Officer Parris, held
his head, while directing some-
one to call an ambulance. In the
meantime, she requested and ob-
tained a pillow and a blanket
to keep the officer warm and
attempted to comfort him until
the arrival of the ambulance.
By her compassion, Miss Rob-
inson put into practice the les-
son of mercy taught in the Bib-
lical story of the "Good Samari-
tan."
Meanwhile two Negro police-
men saw a Negro youth running
suspiciously near the vicinity
where Officer Parris had been
felled by the bullet. The Negro
officers stopped the lad.
Two white officers arrived on
the scene minutes later and
took the lad from the Negro of-
ficers.
This was the start of the heart-
less act of brutality. While the
Negro youth, who was at that
time a suspect in the wounding
of Officer Parris, was handcuff-
ed, the two white officers beat
him with a passion that was
akin to insanity, in front of 280
S. Wellington St.
Not only did the two officers
appeared to have received some
kind of sadistic pleasure from
the inhuman beating of the Ne-
gro youth, they also used vul-
gar, profane language to resi-
dents of the apartment house
at 280 and 282 S. Wellington St.
It is very ironic that while
Miss Robinson was trying to
give aid and comfort to a fel-
lowman, two other policemen
were beating the youth so un-
merciful until he is likely to be
injured for life.
I congratulate Miss Robinson
for her act of compassion. I
scorn the two officers for their
act of brutality.
The Court In Danger
If the GOP delegates attitude
is any index to what the future
holds for the Supreme Court of
the United States, the going,
then, will be rough for the nine
black robed justices. At the San
Francisco convention, loud boos
were expressed
mentioned the
Justice Warren.
Yet, before
bench, Warren
when someone
name of Chief
ascending the
was the most
popular Republican in the his-
tory of the state of California;
4 and in 1948 he was the G 0 P
candidate for Vice President.
The Republican party is irri-
tated by the cow l'a successive
demolition blows at the old so-
cial structure that had kept the
Negro so long out of the stream
of American life. The contrast
between the 1937 court and the
present members of the hi gh
bench is striking. The 1937 court
was so adamantly conservative
that it threatened to undermine
the New Deal as it was conceiv-
ed by President Roosevelt. And
this was the reason that caused
FDR to pack the court with his
own appointees. Though he fail-
( d in this attempt at reorganiza-
tion, the court changed its own
philosophy and came along with
the principles that the New Deal
was trying to initiate.
'What am I.... Besides UNWANTED?'
Distributed by Klee reetvers Syndisete
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Only In America
By HARRY GOLDEN
The Sexual Revolution
One of our national magazines
which shall be forever nameless
(I have called that magazine
nameless so many times I have
come to think that must be its
name) ran a lengthy article call-
ed "Sex in the U.S."
I have no wish to cavil with
some of their conclusions but in
a couple of instances I did note
certain discrepancies.
Any discussion of sex is per-
force a discussion of the young.
The young, said the nameless
magazine, -seem earnestly try-
ing to construct their own code,
and are even discovering for
themselves some of the older
verities."
I really doubt the young move
in any sort of social concert. One
look at the songs the young pre-
fer indicate their chief interest is
how lonely they are. It is some-
what of a mistake to think they
communicate rapidly and articu-
lately with each other.
When the army football team,
which is representative certain-
ly of the young, was on the
Navy two-yard line did they
send Joe Waldrop off tackle as
everybody in the stadium knew
they ought to do? Indeed they
did not. They huddled to find
out what they ought to do with
the result they did nothing. The
clock ran out and Navy won.
I cannot bring myself to be-
lieve the young have a move-
ment afoot to place sex in a pro-
per perspective. It is true that
the young answer questionnaires
about their sexual activity or the
lack of it but this only proves
that poll takers are bad judges
of who is or who isn't lying.
Articles on the sex life of
Americans seems pointless to me
because the national experience,
at least in statistics, is so re-
mote from one's own. indeed,
even though moralistic in tone,
these resumes seem to have no
influence.
Magazine Nameless said in its
survey that "Most Americans
still feel that if the family is to
be kept together, it cannot be
through infidelity."
On the next Monday, the na-
tion's newspapers were report-
ing the results reached at a Con-
ference out in California t hat
wives ought to let husbands
roam if they want the family to
survive.
Said the doctors the family is
here to stay is not necessarily
so although it was a convenient
institution for the procreation of
children. "Men really suffer in
a marriage more than do wom-
en," said one eminent doctor and
the ladies were advised to see
that the male gets a long tether.
I doubt these doctors would
have sent Waldrop off tackle
either.
Just what kind of a relation-
ship is a fellow going to estab-
lish with his sweetie if he tells
her, "My wife understands me
That's why I'm on the tow n
tonight." What self - respecting
housebreaker would respond to
this? Where's the challenge?
Where's the adventure? Where's
the risk?
Sometimes I wonder if the
folks are out cavorting at all. I
think the large majority are
home reading the Kinsey Re-
ports and articles about their
mischief in Nameless magazines.
Frankly with the time consumed
by the PTA meetings and the
family budget I don't see where
they get the time.
(Copyright (C), 1964, by Harry
Goldne)
(Distributed by Bell-McClure
Syndicate)
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Know
The
Negro
By AL DUCKETT
Not Me-Its The Boys
"Do I look stupid to you?"
Big Mouth asked me.
"It's a leading question," I
replied nastily.
"Cut the clowning," my Big
Mouth friend ordered. "I am
serious, dead serious! Reason I
asked you that question is that
I believe some people — and
even some Negro people—think
Negroes are stupid."
"What's the cause of this
opinion?" I demanded.
"Well," Big said. "I was list-
Jackie
Robinson
Says
•
The Road To Hell
When you come right down to
it, there is nothing quite so dev-
ilish as the inability to commun-
icate with and to understand our
fellow-man.
To be out - and - out racially
prejudiced is bad. But it is little
short of tragic to be one of those
persons who trudges along the
road to hell armed with the best
of intentions. Such a person, in
my opinion, is San Francisco
Giants Manager Alvin Dark.
The writer is not too surprised
that Dark has put himself
on the spot as a result of his
having expressed patronizing
opinions about Negro and Latin-
American ballplayers. Dark's
alleged comments have caused
some to label him racially in-
tolerant.
I would hesitate to endorse
that point of view. I do not be-
lieve that Dark is either delib-
erately biased or bigoted. I feel
that he has displayed a terrible
ignorance as regards to people
of color.
I recall my own reaction to
some of the statements Dark
made as one of the contributors
to my recent book, "Baseball
Has Done It."
He praised colored players to
the skies, lauded their contribu-
tion to the game a n d boasted
that he had never had "any kind
of trouble in any way with
them."
But Dark went on to say other
things that amazed me as to
their patronizing tone. For in.
stance: "In fact, I felt that be-
cause I was from the South —
and we from the South actually
take care of the colored people.
I think better than they're tak-
en care of in the North — I felt
when I was playing with them,
it was a responsibility for me."
Dark also indicated in the
same book that, while he has
no militant opposition to inte-
gration, it is his opinion that
"they're rushing it a bit too
quick right now."
My initial impulse was to get
in touch with Dark and ask him
man-to-man, if he wanted to say
things exactly that way. But
Charles Dexter, who edited and
wrote "Baseball Has Done It"
with me, felt we should leave
the statements just as Dark had
made them.
ening to some of them highfa-
lutin' Negroes discussing Sena-
tor Barry Goldwater and you
know what them fools said?
They agreed that Senator Gold-
water is not a bigot — it's just
that some of the people who are
backing him are — you know,
like members of the Ku Klux
Klan and the John Birch So-
ciety."
"That could well be true, Big,"
I argued.
"It could?" he questioned
sarcastically. "Well, yes, I sup-
pose. Only thing I was thinking
about was sposin five guys are
caught at the scene of a mur-
der. Okay. One of the guys'
lawyer tells the Judge:
"Judge, my client is not a
murderer. It's just that these
four other guys who are mur-
derers are friends of my client
and he just went along for the
ride. That judge will say — I
bet he did -- well, he can just
go along for the walk — down
that long mile.
I sin sick and tired of these
gentlemanly lies which every-
body tells nowadays. It's Just
like some of those places where
they don't want to hire me be-
cause I have a permanent tan.
The man will say he is perfect-
ly willing.
He does not believe in racial
discrimination. It's just that the
people who work there would
not go for it — or the customers
On thinking this out, I agreed.
I am glad I did. It now comes
out, in the light of statements
credited to Dark in a recent
newspaper interview, that the
Giants Manager thinks of the
Negro and Latin-American play-
ers as physically superior to
whites and mentally inferior.
This acounts for their not be-
ing able to give out 100 percent
for their team, he is quoted as
saying.
In his 15 years with the ma-
jors, so far as I know, Dark has
been pretty just and fair in his
racial dealings. Yet, with the
fantastic attitude which seems
to color his subconscious, it is
no wonder that, in spite of the
magic makeup of the Giant's,
this team can at times, tall into
the most terrible slumps.
When y ou think of the pow-
er, drive and ability of a team
which can present such talents
as those of Mays, McCovey, Ce-
peda and others, you would ex-
pect a consistency of the first
order.
But how can this be possible
when, behind his perfectly legit-
imate attitude of surface fail
play, these guys have to work
with a man who has strange
cobwebs in his mind about peo-
ple of color?
Basically, Alvin Dark is a
very decent sort of fellow. He
is a man who has made it a
custom to give ten percent of
every dollar he earns to his
church. He has intelligence and
a good education.
But, though he has learned
many things about the game, it
is painfully obvious that Dark
has not learned to truly evalu-
ate hie fellow-man.
It's just too bad! The case of
Alvin Dark is a dramatic ex-
ample of the power of environ-
ment in keeping men of good-
will from growing in under-
standifft.
This affects many Southern-
ers. If Dark had criticized spe-
cific players and not made
racial generalizations, this un-
fortunate situation might have
been avoided.
The road to hell is paved with
good intentions. Alvin Dark
certainly has those. But we
can't say too much for his
judgement.
would not stand for it — or
some other lying statement
which simply means I do not
get the job."
Let me put it to you another
way. There's this young fellow,
see. He has been calling on your
daughter. So one night, he
shows up at your house to pick
up your daughter and there are
two other jokers waiting for
him out on the steps.
You look out there and you
recognize these guys as fellows
who have served time for rape.
So you get upset — naturally.
You tell this young fellow he
cannot take your daughter out.
So he explains that HE has not
now nor has he ever been found
guilty of rape. Those are just
his buddies. So, do you let your
daughter go out with him?"
"Well, no," I admitted. "But
are you saying that all people
should be judged by the com-
pany they keep?"
"I don't think so," Big ans-
wered thoughtfully. "In this
case, I am saying that I think
a politician can be judged by
the company that keeps him.
I do not believe the KKK has
lost a n y members because
Barry Goldwater is now the
GOP nominee and I will bet
you the John Birch Society's
membership committee is doing
swinging business."
"What do you intend to do
about it?" I asked.
SibMilli.
THE CISCO KID
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CISCO! I APPREGATE '(tour
ApVICE! Sur WHY SHOuLDN'T
I SELL OFF /14A7 WORTN.886
MT OF SkOST-TOWN P11 0EVRTY
JF THAT LL WEL/. ma IMP 71•18
REST OF MY LAND?
'ETTA KETT
Ti-IAT GUY HAS
A NERVE CALLING
WHILE I'M HERE.'!
AND WHAT ARE
YOU GETTING ALL
DRESSED
UP FOR
111111111111111NRE
THAT NEW
BOY ON OUR
57QE ET CAME
OVER TO USE
OUR PHONE
App.
Mk/AMY
HENRY
e-•
1.
IT-'5 MY GOOD-
NEIGHBOR
POLICY.'
POPEYE
• •
•
THE HOUSE OF. PRAYER
ALL WELCOME
27.9266 2552 POPLAR AVE.
MEMPHIS, TENN.
ow, M People, I would like
like to"'brIng to your atten-
tion that Rev. Mrs. Pauline
been doing some
work of' Gad for all of us.
Yes, I moan You and Me and
Everyone who Is in need of
God's help. She has helped
inany people. She has dedi-
cated her work and all her
time to you to bring God into
your rt and your homes,
to out the devil and the
evl same of our bro-
th d sisters hove been
by. She hoe helped
pie and she con
de' private services
end every person.
rid, and all your
ere kept In the
meifld.nce.
She can and will help you.
If you are sick, worried,
troubled, fearful that the
hand of evil has fallen upon
you, if ybu feel that you
need help, well help can
be reached. Go out to see
Rev. Mrs . Williams at 2552
Poplar Avenue.
Remember, . Brothers and
Sisters, there's no pity for
those who are in need of
help and don't go to see
Rev. Williams. She can and
will help. She helps people
by the Prayer of God. She
heals by Prayer. So there is
no need to suf:er any longer.
Help Is waiting for you. Go-.
to see Rev. Williams. Her
service is   days a
week. See Rev. Mrs. Pauline
Williams today!
pot), MAIN.° mull'
SOLVE To% SPOOK-CITY
SHE WANTED
TO icNOW ir
YOUla CAR
IS PARKED
IN FRONrOF
MY HOUSE!
01-1 -
01-4!
--I SURE MISS
YOU!! YOu'RETHE
ONLY GIRL. IN
WORLD FOR ME--• c
ow,we,LL! )
-n-IAT'S THE
WAy THE
BALL
BOUNCES./
,
Sip 
,
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NrC
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NO: IT WASN'T THE
CAN OPENER... I JUST HIT
MY KNITTING NEEDLE
TOGETHER!
PRODUCT OF U.3 A. • DISTILLED LONDON MT 81/1•
BRICK BRADFORD
I CAN FIEC)Vi frAY
POINT t LETS GO
DOWN AND sloe
WHAT *METH LOOKS
wee,- mAyagi Wi
CAN LeAss.hi yo-ieles
wis Ala IN
TIMIS t
wkivrevec
HAM:PENCE>
Heise CCUAEIRED
YEAIES A60! THESSEV
NO TRACE OF
IRADIATIoN ON
"THE AigLt ,
SECRET AGENT )(
BIG BEN BOLT
THAT' MANHATTAN.
illAMP11/0t0Ww4.00•1
MATHS& 1114R0wN
AND DfillOLATE!
I vE NEE S•034.1
PrOm
-rHe 8N-thee ArEA
LoOK, SURNED
OUT!
EISHT1 L'LL SETTLi N: CAN'T 118.111-11814.
DOWN INTO WHAT THIS! vo4Ar cow..
LIESO ID it CENTRAL. HAYS HAPRINW
PARK !  ON PAWN IN The
l'ILAIES
it/TWEE/4
YES, SIR - GAVE MARIE 
TIES LIST OF EniggessNcy
Numestac AND MO CALLED
OLE REOULAR OLSCilmc
sagVICS!
/43 PUTTERED /*YET rwiza wAs
AROUND ALIMENT; A POWfig FAILURE,
O'MARA- our Nor AS THE BLOwN
esmAcitsle ANY FUSS 5HOWSD!
CAIN- 6! THIS ON
CMS MTH
THE NOOSE!
KNOW WHAT, FOLKS?
LEFTY PAINTER
ISN'T--LEFTY. HEE Hill MOTHER !
HE TOLD ME HIMSELF,MAT LIKE
THAT. ISN'T HE
TERRIFIC..?
,
THAT WAS AN
HONEST AND BRAVE
THING YOU DIP
LEFTY-TELUNG
ANDY THE
TRUTH.
I'M GLAD IT WORKED
- OUT THE WAY IT DID,
ma. sovr. att. BE <
.1.,..540e1N6 GOODBYE 70
YOU NOW.
DONALD DUCK
U
L001...! YOU CAN'T CO DISHES
AND WATCH-TV AT T1-e
AMC T!‘1e! IT WON'T WORK!
FELIX THE CAT
S.
BLOWN FUSES
ARE uSLIALLY
RsPLACED !
AND EVERYTHIN6 WOVLD'VE
BEEN DIFFERENT- HE WOULD
HAVE BEEN A GREAT ATHLETE
AND EXPLORER AND
( STuFF JUST LIKE HIS
• BROTHER IF ONLY.,.
0
1
WHY?
ANDY WILL
MISS YOU AND
50 WILL. THE
REST OF US. HE
NEEDS YOU,
LEFTY.
)- KNOW WF.D JUS)
ABOUT oacil7)
THAT OURSE.LVES,
UNCA DONALD!
C_VitLL,THE -4,
GnT wrrH IT!
HE'D BONE TO
COLLEGE LIKE
I'M GONE.
?HAVE FOR
SURE, ISN'T
IT, BEN?
BUT This PDX OR
REPLACEMENTS
16 STILL NrAcr,
AND mE OLD ONES
ARE ALL 1VORIONE
PERPECTLY !
NEEDS ME? YOU SURE? WELL '..WELL,
THAT'S DIFFERENT. GUESS I HEED
THE 1130Y, T00. AND,
MR. BOLT
-THANKS
-10 'YOU FOR BEING
WHAT YOU ARE
I GUESS MEN
LIKE YOU CAN'T
SEAMY
DIFFERENT.
MAYIE T1.15 FISH
ARE ASLEEP
IN THE
I7GEF'...
DEFENDER 11 ELK OF AUGUST 2 2 • 28, 
196!
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Meg Oa-Bound
By Mrs. Emogene W. Wilson •
• II • IN III • 111 • II • IN II •MIN II • •
Fall can't be far away if the
temwatures of the past week
are tiny criteria. It brings up
the question of what to wear,
for the ladies . but be cau-
tioned . Indian summer is
just around the corner
,There is nothing quite like
a -homecoming in the summer
... or a going home either for
that matter ... we have noted
several this week. . .
Mrs. Emma George of Wash-
ington, D.C. has been vacation-
ing here for two weeks with
her mother, Mrs. Ethel Doug-
las and sister, Mrs. Gladys M.
Greene. She actually preceded
Gladys who has been study-
ing st George Washington uni-
versity in D. C., this summer.
She has been enjoying many
of the social attractiohs and
enjoying the hospitality of her
cousin, Mrs. Edwina Fields of
Worthington St. and was a
guest when Mrs. Nanlee Banks
entertained at Brunch last
week. Sharing the occasien
with her was Mrs. Evelyn
Clarke Tucker of Chicago, Mrs.
Myrtle Crawford and Mrs.
Mildred Hodges.
Mrs. George, wife of Dr. T.
R. George, Sr an ophthalmolo-
gist in the Capitol City, was
one of the hostesses for the !very happy looking twosome
Medical Convention which has as they visited with many of
just convened in D. C. The their friends during their I e-
very personable visitor is also cent vacation in the city. They
principal of Syphax Elemen- also attended services at Em-
tary School in Washington. 
[
• manuel Episcopal church, an
• • • affiliation which they have
William and Thelma Warr maintained throughout the
and their two young sons, Bit- years, being members of one
ly and David, have just return- o 
church.
f the founding families of the
ed from a glorious vacation in
• •
the East that included visits 
•
with the other Warr brothers Miss Marian Speight is home
and their families ... all sons after traveling to Washington.
Dof Dr. Jesse Warr of Cannon. C. from her home at Day-
St. tona Beach, Florida, to join
her parents, Dr. and Mrs. W.In Washington, they were
guests of Jesse. Jr. and fami- °' Sneieht• Sr., and brother.
ly where they were oined by Dr. W. 0. Speight, Jr. at the-j 
Richard and Dorothy who Medic al Convention. The
were attending the Medical Speights report a wonderful
Convention from their home time at the Convention, and
Iin Compton, California where they all seem to look much
Richard is a practicing physi- the better after the brief holi- 1
cian. day.
They took in the high points Speaking of theMedical
of Washington which includ- iConvention . . . several of the
ed the Capitol Building, the local physicians and their fam-
White House, the Washington 
,flies were present . . . Dr. &
and Jefferson Memorials, Ar- Mrs. A. E. Horne, Dr. & Mrs.
lington Cemetery, and a num- A. T. Martin, Dr., Clara Braw-
ber of others. ner. Dr. L. A. Johnson, Dr. B.!F
From there they traveled to. McCleave. and Dr. & Mrs.
Syracuse, N.Y. to visit with W. A. Bisson.
the Robert Warrs, again seek-
ing the city's main attractions 111191991111111111611a1111111111111111111191111111111119161111111111 111111111111111iliallillilllinlle9;611111111111
i
of Flo & Mrida A University
a further account of the wedd-
ing later).
During their visit they have
been entertained by many of
their friends and have been
the guests of their cousin. Mrs.
Agnes Porter Lee and mem-
bers of the Perry family, for-
mer Memphians and relatives
of, Mrs. Catherine P. Thomas
and mother of Smith Ave.
• • •
Clarence Leon Carhee Jr.
has returned home. He attend-
ed Seattle High School in Se-
ttle, Washington last year
where he was a junior. Rob-
ert Lawrence Carhee, the eld-
est brother, graduated from
Garfield High School in Se-
attle this past June. Now on
active duty with the Marine
Reserves for six months, he
will enter college this winter.
The third brother, Winston '
Kyle attends Father Bertrand
High School here.
They are the sons of Mrs.
Rayehelle L. Carhee of 1575.
Alcy Road and Rev. C. L. Car- [
hee, Sr. of Seattle, Washing-
ton.
• • •
Miss Roberta Church and
her aunt Miss Annette Church
of Washington, D. C. were a
• • •
George Poston, president of New Frontier
Investment Co., presents trophy to Melody
Oksa, winner in Les Angeles International
8 Students In North Carolina Woman Named
ri- tate Area
Awarded $7,150
WASHINGTON, D. C. —
Howard University officials
today announced the award-
ing of scholarships to under-
graduate freshmen as a result
of the University's National
Competitive Scholarship Ex-
lamination during the past
[ school year.
. In all, 101 freshmen will
N- , enter Howard's four under-graduate colleges in Septem-ber on scholarships which
j could total $378,000 over a
!period of four years. Awards
of $1,100 per year, designed
to cover the entire cost of tui-
tion and fees, books, and liv-
ing expenses, have been made
to 71 students. Thirty others
received grants of $550 per
year for four years.
( Eight students in the Tri-State Area have been award-
ed scholarships. They are: Miss
:Melba Watson, 1072 Peach St.,
I here in Memphis. She is a
I graduate of Mansassas high
[ school. She will receive $1.100.
, From Nashville: Miss Bev-
erly Stuart, $1,100, and Miss
[Joan Payne, $550, both gradu-
ates of Pearl high school.
Knoxville: Alfred Babing-
ton, $1,100, and John Robin-
son, $550, graduates of Austin
high school.
Chattanooga: Miss Lydia
Pitt s, $1,00, a graduate of
Howard high school.
Little Rock, Ark.: Miss Caro-
lyn C. Williams of Horace
Mann high school, $1,100.
Pine Bluff, Ark.: Leon S.
Robinson of Merrill 11 i g h
school, $550.
neauty Pageant contest. Runner-up Jamie
Cole stands by. IPhoto by Lamonte Me-
Lemoret.
. . . among them the Univer-
Museum . . going further on
•
!Achievement Award by the
up to Canada during their
,
[University at Commencement
stay.
:last week . .. our sincere con 
eratulations to him!
-
William and Richard and • • •
their families returned by the
was
sity of Sy racuse and the Salk the recipient o
f the
• fN •Y kCit and In keeping track of ou
r so-
v,ay o ew or y 
. cial activities we must rememt
the World's Fair . . . naturally of Louisville, Ky., spent 
the ginia Elder, Mrs. Mary Louis
her those shut-in from thel[weekend in the city with rela- Bell and son, Michael Bell, ofstopping to tour the numerous
main stream of activity ;Chicago, Ill, w e r e weekendand varied attractions of the " • tives and friendsMrs. Nannie Santos has re-
big city and the ladies tookMrs. Ruben Adams and son;guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
. turned from the hospital but
she is gravely ill at this writ- Prof. J am e 
s Thomas Adam, Johnson.a shopping tour of a few or
the famous department stores. inc . . . Dr. H. H. Johnson is motored 
to Memphis last week- .
Before returning to Comp- still in Crump Hospital, but end to visit Luther 
Nickerson Airman Selected
ton, Dr. and Mrs. Richard reported to be recovering . . . and family.
cOutstanding'Warr and their baby daughter, Mrs. D. J. Thomas has return- Miss Alma Bryant was din-
Jacqueline, visited with their.rd some and is high on the ner guest of Misses Vesta and
Memphis relatives . . . Mr,. recovery list .. . also recuper- Jean Mullins Friday. JACKSON, MISS — Airman
James Moore, Richard's sis- sting at home is Mrs. Edwin • Members of First Baptist Speaconnnd, 
son 
loaf smsr. 
and Mrs. 
sti: 
las L. Spann of 2208 Newport
ter, and Misses Jesse and Leo- T. Prater. We are wishing for church visited Tresvant Bap- Spann,
la Venson, sisters of Dorothy, an early recovery of B. T. tist church where Rev. J. C.
and their many hometown Johnson who has been con—Ward is pastor. St., has been selected Outstand-
friends. ing Airman of the Quarter infined to Crump HoTital for BIRTHS
• • •
several weeks. his Tactical Air CommandBorn to Mr and Mrs Charles!
Trenton Tenn. News
From Chicago came Mr. al,
Mrs. Roy Wiggins for a vi
with her sisters, Mrs. Lou,
Davis and Mrs. Jana POI
and their families. During ti:(
stay they have been the FCCi -
pients of much of the hospi-
tality of their many frineds
here.
• •
Also visiting her sister. Mrs.
Taylor Hayes, is Mrs. Mary
Thornton of Detroit who was
accompanied by her two
grandchildren, Mary Frances.
and Wendell Thornton. They
have also been spending sev-
eral weeks in Fort Smith. Ar-
kansas with her aunt.
• • •
Mrs. Mildred Crawford and
sister Mrs. Fannie Riley and
the Riley daughters. Mildred
and Lyonette joined Mrs.
Grace Joyner for a pleasura-
ble plane trip to Los Angeles
to attend the wedding of Mrs.
Joyner's son, Joe Joyner to
Miss Rita Walker. (We'll have
Mid Summer Tea
Given By Steware:
Accountant SICK AND SHUT IN
VACATIONS
Mrs. Lula Perkins is spend-
ing a few weeks with her
daughter and son-in-law, Mr.
and Mrs Herman Bailey of
Humboldt, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Laudis Martin
under treatment, in a hospital
at St. Louis, Mo. She will re-
turn Monday.
Mrs. Nathaniel Penn was en-
tertained at the club last Sun-
day on her birthday. Mr. and
Mrs. Lenthus Wade, Mrs. Vir-
Henry Johnson /keg. 11, a fine (TAC) squadron at Langley
boy. NEB. Va.
• 11. 
Airman Spann. an adminis-
Rev. A. J. Buckley is contin- trative specialist is assigned
Auditors Needed sing to improve from a serious 
to the 4500th Supply Squad-
at""c in May
ron, which supports the TAC
k suffered . He is
stillnot ailowea to
OX th hurch service
mission of providing firepower
New Faculty Al
Tctraloo Save
Faculty appointments for the
1964-65 session have been an-
nounced by President A. D.
Bethel of Tougaloo college.
They are: Miss LeVenta
Clay, an instructor in music.
A graduate of Fisk university,
Nashville. Tenn. She will re-
place Cleveland L. Page, an
organist at Tougaloo college
for the last two years, who is
doing graduate study at the
University of Michigan.
Samuel W. Donley, an in-
structor in chemistry, is a
graduate of Miami university,
Oxford, Ohio, and Western Re-
serve university, Cleveland,
Ohio.
Dr. Joe Chou Huang, who
was a tutor in social sciences
at Tougaloo college last
year, has been appointed as-
sistant professor of political
science for the coming year.
He earned his A.B. and A.M.
degrees in China (Taiwan) and
has earned additional master's
deeeee and a Ph.D. degree at
Southern Illinois university.
Jagdish N. John, an assis-
tant professor of chemistry,/ from active duty.
and other air support to U.S. 'received his bachelor of I Mott joined Southern Bell
charge o e c : Army forces. science degree and his master -
" Elder Buford McTizic will fill A !member of Omega Psi new clety."
T h c Atlanta Region, U.S. the pulpit next Sunday. ,Phi, he earned his B.S. degree
Civil Service Commission has Raymond Johnson has recov- from Tougaloo College. "
That could well be true, Big,"
announced that it is now ac- ered from a slight hand injury — I argued.
cep ing    or ac- and is back on duty.
countant and auditor positions Mrs. Mary Reid has returned
in various Federal agencies in from Knoxville where she
the Atlanta Region. The sala- 
spent several weeks at the bed-
ries range from $7,030 to $9.980. side of her daughter, Mrs. Mat-
These positions require the tie Bell Copland. She broughtknowledge and application of her daughter back with her.generally accepted account-
Mrs, Valo Whitlock has beening and auditing principles, dismissed from Gibson Gen-
, and standards.
Applications must be filed 
law. 
hospital. Her sister-1I -
w Mr. Lela Cla r ks of SIwith the Atlanta Regional Of-
f must be received or Louis,
postmarked
iceand
 not later than Mrs. Bertha Burrus is iris -
September 
is at her bedside
proving from illness.15, 1964.
Apply at any Post Office Mrs. Jessie Patterson is iris-
(except , the Atlanta, Ga. Post-proving from several days of
Office) for forms or informs- 'illness.
!lion. Mrs. Louise Elam has been
President-Elect Of Auxiliary
WASHINGTON, D.C. — A
North Carolina woman was
named president-elect during
the four-day 28th' annual con-
vention of the Woman's Auxi-
liary to the National Medical
Association which convened
at the International Inn here,
Aug. 2-6.
The new president-elect is
Mrs. M. B. Davis of High
Point, N.C. Installed as presi-
dent was Mrs. Essie Tucker
of Santa Monica, Calif., along
with other elected officers for
1964-65.
The executive board met the
afternoon prior to the official
opening of the convention by
Mr s. Ulysses W. Wiggins,
national president on Monday
morning.
Reports of various commit-
tees were given. The after-
noon ! was spent touring four
embassies where the Auxiliary
members had an opportunity
to observe first-hand the cus-
toms of these countries.
Mrs. F. Earl McLendon of
Atlanta, Ga., presided during
the Tuesday morning session.
A tribute to the above men-
Wigs, Wigs, Wigs
To Be Modeled
"Wigs For Beautiful Ladies"
is the title of the eighth an,7
nual Fashion Show and Tea
being planned at Salem-Gil-
tied Baptist church, 837 Flori-
da, for Sunday, Aug. 30, from
4 to 6 P.M.
There will be 34 wigs
modeled by church members.
Narrator will be Miss Barbara
Turner, a disc jockey at
WIDA. Mrs. Atee Williams is
chairman of the fashion show
and Mrs. Lizzie Brown is
chairman of the tea.
The public is invited to at-
tend,
ttoned members was given.
Following presentation of re- AK
ports, firs. J. Payne Buter, 1111
second vice president, and co- L ,
ordinator of the Five Point
oroeram, along with her com-
mittee reported on progress of '
this program.
In the afternoon nearly 300
members attended The Bo-
tanical Garden of Cards and
Dessert Bridge in the Senate „
and Colonial Rooms. The room
was decorated with largem
trees. The flowered talliesoit
pins, and cards added to the
theme of the day. Bridge,,..
whist, pinochle, canasta andIR,
pokena were played.
Petite fours, coffee and tea"
were served from two tables
decorated with centerpieces of
blue and gold flowers which
complimented the blue, yellow
and gold decor of the room.
More than 50 attractive gifts
were won by guests. The grand
door prize was an Australian
boa, created in the work room
of the Quality Furs of New
York.
Wednesday morning's ses-
sions were conducted by Mrs.
E. Chester Hedgeman, a nat-
ional past president. A Hu-
man Relations program was
presented. Walter E. Washing-
ton, executive director of the
National Capital Housing Au-
thority, Washington, D.C., was
the main speaker.
The afternoon was spent at.,
a luncheon and fashion show.a,
The style show featured crea-er,
tions of Negro designers.
The last day's activities in-
eluded the presentation of the -
Omega Mason Memorial 'Fund
award and citations.
T h e Auxiliary members
then visited the grave site of '
the late President John F.
Kennedy. The president placed
a wreath on his grave.
Throughout the week more •
•
in 1948 as a survey engineer than 500 children participated
in Nashville and later served in the i 
children's program
as cashier and office manager under d rection of Mrs. R.
there. Stewart Rardall.
„-In 1951, he moved to Knox- Mrs. T. Wilkins Davis is
ville as district commercial president of the Washington •
eneineer and was named man- group; Mrs. William G. Tomp-kins was convention chair-ager in Maryville. Tennessee, man.
eighteen months later.
He returned to Nashville in Next year's convention will
b •1956 as division personnel re- e held in Cincinnati, Ohio.
lations manager, and was
transferred to Louisiana in
19a7 where he was customer
relations manager in New Or-
leans and later district plant
I manager in Shreveport. He
was appointed district manager
in Nashville in 1959.
Active in numerous civic or-
u ganizations, Mott was on the
board of directors of the Nash-
ville Rotary Club, Nashville
Boys Club. Junior Achieve-
ment of Nashville and the
American Red Cross. He was
an advisor on the board of
the Salvation Army.
Other activities include work
with the United Givers Fund,
Boy Scouts. t he Nashville
Chamber of Commerce, the
Davidson County Heart Fund
and other organizations. He is
an elder at the Hillwood Pres-
byterian Church in Nashville.
Mr. Mott is married to the
former Miss Edythe White-
head of Nashville. They have
two sons, Mike and Bill.
Men's Day At
Providence
Providence AME church, 394
N. Decatur St.. has made plans
to observe Annual Men's Day,
Sunday, Aug. 30, announced
the chairman, Grover C.
Brown.
Featured speaker at the 3
p.m. program will be Rev.!
Loyce Patrick, pastor of New
Tyler AME church. The pub-
lic is invited to attend, Rev.
E. Pal Beavers is the church's
pastor.
The Stewards of St. Andrew
A.M.E. church sponsored a Mid
Summer Tea. Sunday. at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Earnest
Massey. 2034 South Parkway
East.
The table was decorated
with silver and crystal. There
as an exquisite f(-(ral ar-
:ingement as the center piece i
And an attractive buffet gel-
rug which consist of an as-
(ortment of hor d'ouves serv-
ed along with spiced teals and [
frappe.
The tea was well attended
by members and friends.
v Federal Gov
applicationsf
CAREER MEN WANTED
Boy Scout Program Offers Excellent Opportunity
for Career Men.
Splendid openings for young men with college de-
gree* in areas of Leadership, Organization, Admini-
stration, Promotion and Publicity.
Special Training Will Be Given at the
NATIONAL TRAINING SCHOOL New Jersey
Salaries comparable with Teachers and other
Professions.
For Futher Information Call
Chickasaw Council B.S.A. Office
525-2351 — N.B. Powell
of science degree from Vic-
toria college, Gwalior Agra
university. Ind.
-,,Harry
C. R. MOTT, JR.
Phone Executiv
romoted To
Ti!ision Mgr.
Charles R. Mott, Jr., district
manager of Southern Bell in
Nashville, has been named di-
'vision commercial manager of
'the company's operations in
[West Tennessee with head-
quarters in Memphis. The an-
,nouncement was made by J.
M. Brown, general commer-
cial manager of Southern Bell
in Nashville.
, Mott succeeds C. R. Wood,
division manager in West Ten-
nessee since 1958, who has
I been appointed Middle Ten-
nessee division marketing
manager with headquarters in
Nashville.
The new division manager,
-like Wood, is an experienced
A t' f
,N ashville, Mott was graduated
from Vanderbilt University in
1,1948 after serving more than
three years as a fighter pilot
with the U.S. A' • Force
, World War II. Serving in both
the European and Pacific
Theaters, he attained the rank
of captain before his release
CHEVROLET TRUCKS
NEW or USED
OVER 100 TO CHOOSE
VERY BEST PRICES
Union at Lauderdale St.
JA 7-7541
CHUCK HUTTON CO.
1961 CHRY. Windsor  s1595
4 Dr. Sedan, Autom., R.H., P.S.B., Factory
Air-Conditioned, W.S W. This Car is Excep-
tional Clean. Dr,ve It and You Will Buy.
See
Mr. Richard Rutherford
1170 Union Av. 276-4418
cClure
/Immo
ETT
is that
— and
—think
f this
as list-
"It could?" he questioned
sarcastically. "Well, yes, I sup-
pose. Only thing I was thinking
about was sposin five guys are
caught at the scene of a mur-
der. Okay. One of the guys'
lawyer tells the judge:
'Judge, my client is not a
murderer. It's just that these
four other guys who are mur-
derers are friends of my client
and he just went along for the
ride. That judge will say — I
bet he did — well, he can just
go along for the walk — down
that long mile.
I am sick and tired of those
gentlemanly lies which every-
body tells nowadays. It's Just
like some of those places where
they don't want to hire me be-
cause I have a permanent tan.
The man will say be is perfect-
ly willing.
He does not believe in racial
discrimination. It's just that the
people who work there would
not go for it — or the customers
Cub Plans Tea
And Fashion Show
The Willing Workers Social
club has planned its annual •
Tea and Fashion Show for [C.
Sunday, Aug. 23, at the home
of Mrs. Ruth Boyd of 216!1
Stovall St.
Mrs. Julia Walker will nar-
rate the fashion show. Mrs.
Clara Dailey is club president •
and Mrs. Maggie Lott is sec- .
retnry.
NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems "
With a Small, Low Cost
Real Estate Loan
60 Flat Monthly Payments
Approx.
Cosh You Mo.
Get— Psyn.ents
S 500.00 S 12.90
S1,000.00 S 23.70
$1,500.00 $ 34.50
$2,000.00 Si 45.50
$2,500.00 S 56.20
$5,000.00 S110.82
Be Wise! Choose
State Savings Bank
72 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank"
tem. 
. 
...cr ant. tile.
two other jokers waiting fo.
him out on the steps.
You look out there and you
recognize these guys as fellows
who have served time for rapt
So you get upset — naturally
You tell this young fellow he
cannot take your daughter out
So he explains that HE has not
now nor has he ever been found
guilty of rape. Those are just
his buddies. So, do you let your
daughter go out with him?"
"Well, no," I admitted. "But
are you saying that all people
should be judged by the corn.
pany they keep?"
"I don't think so," Big ans-
wered thoughtfully. "In this
case, I am saying that I think
a politician can be judged by
the company that keeps him.
I do not believe the KKK has
lost a n y members becalm*
Barry Goldwater is now the
GOP nominee and I will bet
you the John Birch Society's
membership committee is doing
swinging business."
"What do you intend to do
shout it?" I asked.
•
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Miss Elizabeth Ann Bradshaw
To Wed Winston 1. Middleton
Mr. and Km A. B. Brad-
,iw of 1704 Glenview Ave.
,,,)nee the coming marriage
,,f their daughter Elizabeth
Ann, to Mr. Winston L Mid-
dleton, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Wilbert N. Middleton of 1698
Glenview Ave
The wedding will take place
at 6 p.m. at St. John Baptist
church Sunday August 23,. The
Rev. A. McEwen Williams
Men's Day To Be
At Friendship
This Sunday
The men of the Friendship
aptist Church, 1355 Vollintine
ye., have formally announced
REV. W. IL BREV/STLIt
e observance of Men's Day
Sunday, Aug. 23.
The 3 p.m. program will fea-
ture the Rev. W. H. Brewster,
pastor of the East Trigg Ave-
nue Baptist church
Music will be by the South-
ern Male chorus. An added at-
traction will be a salute to the
wives of the Southern Male
chorus.
During morning services a di-
vine message will be delivered
by Rev. W. A. Suggs also well
known throughout the Mem-
phis and surrounding areas.
Music on this occasion will belfor District 2, a Negro.
ndered by Friendhip's own "This League placed in
ale chorus, nomination two more Demo-
The public is invited to at- crats in the primary. Squire
tend. George Grider, for the United
States House of Representa-
tives, and Congressman Ross
Bass, for the United States
Senate," said Richardson.
"This League scored a vic-
tory with about 25,000 Negro
voters, Rev. Richardson said.
JACKSON, MISS — A Tou- "We urge you to go to the
galoo college sophomore, Miss polls in November and vote."
Dora Wilson, 18, represented 
"Woman Power Unlimited of I •
Jackson, Mississippi" at the Life Church To
Hague in the Netherlands, site
of the Women Strike for Peace Observe Pastor's Gets MA DegreeConference and demonstra- BATON ROUGE, La. —
will perform the ceremony.
Mrs. Clara Horsely of Day-
ton, Ohio will be matron of
honor, Miss Roberts West of
Chicago, Ill, will be maid of
honor. Bridesmaids will be
Miss Cheryl McDavid, Miss
Karen Banks, Miss Antoinette
Mitchell, Miss Carla Thomas,
and Mrs. Johnnie McPhail of
Woodstock, Ga.
Mr. Wilbert Middleton will
be best man. Groomsmen are
Mr. George Bradshaw, Mr.
Alan Banks, Mr. Eugene Mid-
dleton, Mr. 011ice Holden. Mr.
Johnny Rutland, Mr. Clifton
Tucker, and Mr. Daniel Brown.
Flow-r girls will be Penny
Prewitt and Janice Parish.
Ringbearer will be Kenneth
Watkins. The organ will be
played by Miss Marilyn Mi-
erau of Henderson, Neb. and
solos rendered by Miss Betty
D. Lane of Detroit, Mich.
Claims Credit
For Candieates
Wirrinm P,09
Miss. Coed At
ague Confab
tion.
This conference was plan-
ned to coincide with the NATO
Ministerial Council meeting at
The Hague. Fifteen hundred
women from fourteen NATO
countries formed a "NATO
Women's Peace Force" in or-
der to draw world attention
to more positive disarma-
ment steps.
The organization's immedi-
ate obective is the "prevention
of the spread of nuclear wea-
pons."
A music major, Miss Wilson
as an exchange student at
\Pe University of Denver.
Mrs. Clarie Collins Harvey,
also of Jackson, head of Wo-
man Power Unlimited and a
leader of Women Strike for
Peace, was recently appointed
to the Mississippi Advisory
Committee of the U.S. Com-
mission on Civil Rights.
The Ministers and Business
Men Civic League of Memphis
and Shelby County thanks
each of its members for their
vote in the general and pri-
mary election, said the presi-
dent, Rev. J. C. Richardson.
He added that "the Negro vot-
ers on Aug. 6th played sL ma-
jor role in electing the follow-
ing candidates: William N.
(Bill) Morris, sheriff.
"To the State Senate, Le-
land Carter and Lewis Talia-
ferro.
"State Representatives. A.
W. Willis, a Negro; Charles C.
Burch, James E. Williams,
Edgar H. (Ed) Gillock, and
Ralph W. Farmer.
"To the Constitutional con-
vention, Jesse H. Turner, a
Negro.
"To the Shelby County
Democratic Committee, Hunt-
er Lane, Jr., J. W. (Jack)
Ramsay, Bruce Jordan, Hen-
ry V. Sutton, and Russell B.
Sugarman, Jr. a Negro.
"Constable, Charles E. Ware,
Singer tliabann Carroll will be
featured in "On Parade" on
NBC-TV Friday, Aug. 21 at
11:30 p.m. Memphis time. The
soloist's selections will include
"Misty" "1 Wish I Were In
Geeer Graduate
Complees Course
SAN ANTONIO, Tex. —
Airman Johnnie Wilson Jr.,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie
Wilson of 3589 Rochester Rd.,
Memphis, Tenn., has complet-
ed the first phase of his Air
Force basic military training
at Lackland AFB, Tex.
Airman Wilson has been se-
lected for technical training as
an aircraft roAnterlance spe-
cialist at the Air Training
Command (ATC) school at
Sheppard AFB, Tex. He is a
1961 graduate of Geeter high
school.
Anniversary
Members of the Life Church
of God In Christ, 918 N. 7th
St., are to celebrate the anni-
versary of the pastor, Elder
Curley Hamilton and his wife
Mrs. Famie Hamilton.
It will start Wednesday, Aug
19 through Aug. 23.
Elder Hamilton is a former
member of the New Jerusalem
Church of God In Christ. He
is president of the Young Peo-
ple Willing Workers and a very
good worker in all activities
connected with the church.
His wife is a member of the
Hospitality club and Pastor's
Aid. They are the parents of
two daughters, Sandra, a jun-
ior at Melrose high school and
church pianist, and Curlene, a
senior at Tennessee State uni-
S.
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The Light Of The World Temple
THE HOUSE OF. PRAYER
ALL WELCOME
PHONE 321-9266 2552 POPLAR AVE.
MEMPHIS, TENN.
Now, My People, I would like
like to bring to your atten-
tion that Rev. Mrs. Pauline
Williams has been doing some
work of God for all of us.
Yes, I mean You and Me ond
Everyone who Is in need of
God's help. She hoe helped
many people. She has dedi-
cated her work and all her
time to you to bring God into
your heart and your homes,
to drive out the devil and the
evil that some of our bro-
thers and sisters have been
touched by. She has helped
many people and she can
help you.
She holds private services
for each and every person.
Yes, Indeed, and all your
problems ore kept In the
utmost confidence.
She can cnd will help you.
If you are sick, worried,
troubled, fearful that the
hand of evil has fallen upon
you, if y5t.: feel that you
need help, well help can
be reached. Go out to see
Rev. Mrs . Williams at 2552
Poplar Avenue.
Remember, . Brothers and
Sisters, there's no pity for
those who ore in need of
help and don't go to see
Rev. Williams. She ton and
will help. She helps people
...hy the Prayer of God. She
heals by Prayer. So there is
no need to suffer any longer.
Help Is waiting for you. Go.
to see Rev. Williams. Her
service is seven days a
week. See Rev. Mrs. Pauline
Williams today!
Among the 263 students who
received degrees during tit,
summer commencement at
Southern university, last Sat-
urday, was Miss Mildred C
Tate of Pass Christian, Mist,,
who received a master of edu-
cation in administration and
supervision.
versity. The Hamiltons reside
at 754 David St.
The public is invited to at-
tend the celebration. Chairman
of the celebration is Mrs. Har-
tis Stewart.
Love," "I've
LIvin. To Do"
some Road."
slated by in
singers and d
Got A Lot Of
and "That Lone-
She will be a"-
male chorus of
sneers.
JOHNNIE WILSON, JR.
Warfield, Boatwright In Long Island Festival
LONG ISLAND, N.Y. — Wil- I Post College in
,11 Warfield, baritone a n diNew York.
McHenry Boatwright, baritone
are among several soloist who
will appear with the Philadel-
phia Orchestra and Eugene
Ormandy at the Long Island
Festival between August 14
and 23rd. The performances,
all of which begin at 8:30 P.M..
will take place at the Festival
Brookville,
Highlighting the festival will
be performances of Aaron
Copland's "A Lincoln Por-
trait," narrated by William
Warfield.; the Brahma Con-
certo in A minor for Violin,
'Cello and orchestra, played
by the Concertmaster Ashel
Etrusilow and principal 'cel-
lent on the campus of C. W. list, Samuel Mayes, the horn
B ANTE, R
BACK TO SCHOOL
PANT'S 5495
PANT'S si95
ALL WEATHER COATS
With Zip In Lining or Without Zip kr Lining
JACKET'S 54" UP
CAR COAT'S 5 i 495
F.4111.4101.41,9VVVVIMPIPIM
RAXT ER
I_, CLOTHES
344 N. Watkins 2272 Lamar 1911 S. Third
Non, Thur.., Fri. Thurs., Fri., SM. Thum, Fri., Sot.
'III 9 • 'In 9 9
Opposite boors Lamar Shopping C. Southgate Shopping C.
`21111iNamso, 
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
T--V*-4kt RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM TAILORS
BHS
INC.
248 Vance Ave. JA 7-9320
Memphis, Terhiesse•
OUT Company Makes What You Ask For And
Creates What You Think Of"
NOTICE NEWSBOYS
Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
YOUR NAME
Address 
Phone number 
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis,
Mother's name
Number of papers wanted weekly
Tennesee
Just born...and just like daddy
Meet a chip off the old block — Gilbey's "Li'l Frosty."
The newest and smartest half-pint bottle in the business
Just like me, he holds world-famous Gilbey's Gin ...
the mild, dry gin that never lets you down. "Li'! Frosty'
is the kind of bottle you'll want to invite to your table.
Do it next time and see how he cheers up your circle.
PRODUCT OF U S A. DISTILLED LONDON DRY 61590 INSTOF • 100W GRAIN NEUTRAL S/NRKS • W. LT.D. • DISTRIKUTH)
 RY 1111101111 tvsuo {PC oonnuerg enmosim sow VelliK nirw
concerto by R. Strauss featur-
ing Mason Jones; the Samuel
Barbara Piano Concert with
John Browning as soloist, two
Bach cantatas specially ar-
ranged for McHenry Boat-
wright and evenings devoted
to Viennese, French and Rus-
sian Music.
The Festival concerts are be-
ing presented under the au-
spicies of the Long Island
Arts Center, Inc.
After their Long Island en-
gagement, Mr. Ormandy and
the Orchestra will travel west
to Michigan, for five concerts
at the Interlochen Arts Fes-
tival.
Definitely continental in flair
is this outstanding cape
suit, fashioned by Crestmoor
of imported 100% wool
"Kingston" tweed. In Toast
or Green, it has its own
double-knit, full length sleeve
blouse. Sizes 8 to 18.
Styli No. $26
7t.1eetsate 74441.444.
Store Hours:
9:30 AM - 5:30 PM
ThUrsday 9:30 AM -8:30 PiCit
faSitaestaimaLinimmaggone 525-2
tie 
Oa Me mow e.
CARNATION
COOKING HINTS
tOY4Pdh
HOME SERVICE DIRECTOR AND FIER STAFF I
It's easier to open! Carnation's new exclusive SURE-
GRIP rim makes it easier to open a can of Carnation
with an ordinary beverage can opener. That's one
more reason to try Carnation Evaporated Milk. Do
it soon, and make my new Marvelous Macaroni Salad.
It's great for that hungry July 4th crowd! And, re-
member always to keep several cans of Carnation on
your kitchen shelf. They're the ones with the new
SURE-GRIP rim!
MARVELOUS MACARONI SALAD
(Makes 12-14 servings)
II cups (1 pound uncooked)
cooked salad macaroni
IA cup chopped celery
3/4 cos chopped onion
3/4 cup chopped dill pickles
1 cup chopped green pepper
1 cup (4 ounces) diced
American cheese
3 tablespoons (2-ounce ler)
drained, chopped pimiento
1% cups mayonnaise
2/3 cup (small con)
undiluted CARNATION
EVAPORATED MILK
1 tablespoon hot
mustard
1 tablespoon salt
1 teaspoon seasoned
pepper
% cup lemon juice
Combine macaroni, celery, onion, dill pickles, green pepper,
cheese and piwiento in large mixing bowl. Place in refrigerator
to chill. About an hour before serving time, mix mayonnaise,
Carnation, hot mustard, salt and seasoned pepper together until
smooth. Stir in lemon juice. Pour dressing over macaroni
ture and toss lightly to blend. Refrigerate. Garnish with green
pepper rings, if desired.
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ATTENDING FOURTH ANNUAL BANQUET
Seated, left to right: Mrs. Gussie P. Young, Mrs. Irene
NeveIs, Mrs. Barbara S. Atkins, Mrs. Gerd Little, Mrs.
Benny Westbrooks, Mrs. 111arilees Scott, Mrs. Harris: Mr.
and Mrs. Samuel M. Peace, Mr. and Mrs. Alcus Holloway,
Miss Gertie Mullin, Mr. Anderson Hodges, and Monroe
Coulter. Standing: Miss Shirley Annette Peace, Miss Bar-
Peace Realty Company Holds
Annual Banquet At Peabody
The fourth annual banquet
of the Peace Realty Company's
sales personnel was held at the
Hotel Peabody last Thursday
evening.
The program, spearheaded
by Benny L. Westbrooks, with
Grace Parks, Marilees Scott,
Henry R. Allen and Alcus Hol-
loway assisting, preceded the
social hour. Appearing on the
program were: Rev. R. L. Beck-
ett, Jessie Williams, Mrs. Ger-
ri Little, Mrs James P o p e,
Mrs. Marilees Scott, Anderson
Hodges, John Bolden, Mrs. Ruth
Coulter and the illustrious pres-
ident — Sam Peace.
T h e President's message
highlighted the occasion
with "At this our fourth anni-
versary celebration, our prayer
should be; with the help of
God, we shall make ourselves
so strong nothing can disturb
our peace of mind. We shall
be too large for worry, too
noble for anger, too strong for
bara LaVerne Westbrooks, Jessie Williams, Benny L.
Westbrooks, Mrs. Joyce Jenkins, H. R. Allen, Albert Hill,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bailey, Clifton Metcalfe, Percy Brown,
Miss Marzette, Mr. and Mrs. James Pope, Mr. and Mrs.
Felton J. Earles, II and Mrs. Ruth Coulter.
fear, too courageous for doubt,
too determined for failure, too
confident for jealousy, too tole-
rant for prejudice, too full of
God's love for hate, too honest
to be a miser, and too modest
and humble to be an egotist.
"We shall always live with
the faith that the world is on
our side so long as we are true
to the very best within us."
Disposing of the frosty ap-
petizers, tangy salad, p r ime
roast beef and other accouter-
ments to the feast were: staff
members and guests. Junior
hostesses were Misses Shirley
Annette Peace and Barbara La-
Verne Westbrooks.
Slalom Star
Lee Reveals
Plans Of Elks
At Banquet
A banquet will be one of the
main features of the Elks Edu-
cation Department's program at
the Elks Convention in Miami.
Fla. this month.
Grand Commissioner of Edu-
cation for the Elks, George W.
Lee of Memphis, Tenn., an-
nounced that the Education
Department's Banquet will be
held Saturday, August 22, at
7:30 in the Hotel Biscayne Ball-
room.
Featured speakers at the
banquet will be Dr. Richard V.
Moore, president of Bethune-
Cookman college, and Mrs. Net-
tle B. Smith, Grand Daughter
Ruler of the Elks.
1
Pierre Jalbert. who plays The banquet will honor win-
Caje on WHKBTV's "Combat!" ners of the King and Queen
series, was a ski instructor at Contest, a nationally conducted
famed Sun Valley. Among his event to raise money for schol-
students yas famed film star arship aid to students. Persons
Norma Shearer. in a given area who raise the
largest amount over a $1,000
dollars receives the title "king"
or "queen."
Also to be honored at the
banquet will be recipients of
the Past Grand Exalted Ruler
degrees, and the Past Grand
Daughter Ruler degrees. The
degrees are awarded to those
who have raised $1,000 dollars
or more in 1964.
A unique feature planned for
the occasion will be the ren-
dering of state songs for each
degree recipient as he comes
forward for the honor. Songs
representative of each recipi-
ent's state will be renderd by
select groups of singers from
his state.
Mrs. Emma Turner of Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, will be mistress of
ceremonies for the affair.
Among those present wir
scholarship recipients and de-
partment of education auxili-
aries.
Talented
Outstancing character actor
Marry Morse, costar on WB-
KB-TV's "The Fugitive,' is al-
so a talented producerdirector.
EVERYBODY'S
A
A
0
A
V.
0
0
R.
A
S.
PLAYING TLER
T.V. BINGO
SOME HAVE BEEN BIG WINNERS
$500°° $300" $250" $650" $400" $100" $250"
Mrs. Robert W.
Eldridg•
4295 Ceelso• Mrs. A L. Brown 
Mn. B. H. Mills,.
4667 Weaver Rd'. 2460 Arlington
Tune in Channel 13 WHBQ every Monday
thru Friday and have fun playing T.V.
Bingo. There is a new game every day
and you get a FREE Bingo Card every
time you check out at Pic -Pac.. $50.00
will be added to the Jackpot every day
until there is a winner! T.V. Bingo Spon-
sors and their families are ineligible to
play T.V. Bingo.
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
11:00 A.M. to 11:30 P.M.
FREE
NOTHING
• TO BUY
GET
ONE
FREE
CARD
EACH
VISIT TO
Mrs. Ed WinslOW 1.1',. Walter Key Mrs. Cecil Bunnell Mrs Mamie Gossett
4573 Violet 1514 Will.. St. 966 No. Decatur 3517 Millard
Put-P*4e
Trod gtores
STORE HOURS:
FULL WEEK'S PRICES:
Sad . to 9 P.M. First 4 Days
8 A.M. to 9 P.M. Friday and Sat.
THURSDAY (TODAY) THEE! NEXT
WEDNESDAY. Qusuitits, Rights Reserved
CONSOLATION
PRIZES
HUNDREDS
Have Been
Won!
10,000
QUALITY
STAMPS
EACH
STARTING EACH FRIDAY
AT 11 AM.
WE WILL GIVE
THE NEW COLOR CARDS
FOR NEXT WEEK GAMES
WELCOME WEEK XXV
CITY - U.S. GOVERNMENT - MILITARY PERSONNEL ARE INVITED TO THE
BEST DEALS FITTED FOR THE POCKET'S ALLOWANCE, ON OUR USED CAR
PAGE - NOTES, DOWN PAYMENT, ETC.
THREE REASONS,WELCOME WEEK - USED CAR SHOPPERS
Earn Big Dividends, By Simply Following Up This Weekly Display of Bargains
Better Values To The Customers
Lower Prices More and Better Cars To Choose From
Fair Dealing with People-Who Appreciate Your Business
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BETTERHERFF
2450 SUMMER
BUYFORDAT
THE MUSTANG
. 
. IS HERE
' See The All New
1964 MUSTANG
Now On Disp;ay ,
NO 119,11iY
Milk
'62 'Ford Convert.
Solid red. White
Notes
top
Per Me', • .. —
"
OLDSMOBILE
•
1960 Olds. 98 
H.T., Autom. R.H., P.B.S.,
1959 Olds, 98 Holiday 
Sedan, Autom. R.H., P S.B.,
1958 Olds. 4 Dr. Sedan 
R.H., P.S.B., Tutone Finish
1962 Chev. Wagon 
R. H. Autom. Full Power
(963 TR 4 Triumph 
R. H., Convt.
FREE
-t . • •< ,-------.,, ,
1695
Fact. Air.
'1295
Air.
$695
$1995
Air.
2195
OIL
$52.•78
'59 Ford V•8
Straight drive.
. Notes 34 42 Per Mn.
'56 Ford Fairlane
Town Sedan, Good 2nd car.
Full power, air-conditioned.
Notes $20.54 Per Mo.
'57 Chev. Bel Air
V-8. MIL automaticNotes e2g.%
s.
st g Per Mo.
..
'56 Chev. Bel Air
Automatic, R&H, V 8
Notes $22.60 Per Mo.
'57 Ford Hardtop
2 to 1 ho
V-8, radio and heater,
ies s c 4.o7sc3 from)
automatic drive
Not
Per Mo.
'60 MeTc. 4-Dr.
Double sharp, one owner,
ready to go
Notes $31,54 Per Mo.For As Long As You Own The Car!
1961 Ford 2 Dr., R. H. 
Straight Drive
1959 Pont. 4 Dr., Sedan 
R. H . Pillow P.S.B.
1960 Ford Fairlane 
500 R.H., Autom. P.B.S.
1962 Pont. Cat. 4 Dr.  
Sedan, R.H., Autom, Air.
1963 F-85 4 Or. Sedan 
Fact. Air.. New Car Warranty
1956 Olds. 4 Or. Sedan 
1959 Mercury 
2 Dr. Sedan, R.N., Autom.
SAVE
1960 Olds. Convt 
R. H., Autom. P.S.B.
1960 Olds. 88 
4 Dr., Sedan R.H., Autom.
1962 Olds. 88 4 Dr 
Autom., R. H. Factory
1960 Olds. R.H 
Autom.. Solid White
1962 Olds. F-85 
2 Dr. Sedan Autom., R.H.,
Olds. 88 4 Or 
Autom. R.H., P.S.B., Air
s995
5995
5995
51995
2095
5395
  $895
  
1495,
5 1295
P.S.B.
$2095
Air
S1095
1695
W.S.W.
1959 5995
Cond.
'53 Chev. Impala
Sport Coupe.
Notes $28.76 Per M°'
959 Ford Convert.
Ready to go.
Notes $26.80 Per NM.
'58 Buick Century
2-door Hardtop
Notes $39.61 Per M°:
9r6dott2oesp.Fmocrodry °a's; ""n"
Hardtop, condition.
$L5ilci. new.34 Per Mo.
'61 Olds 64889, 2-dr. .
Hardtop, power steer ng and
brakes, factory air, creampuff
Notes $56,77 Per Mo.
'62 Chevrolet
3uper Sport, automatic, poweriteering, factory air condition.
Notes $61.41 Per Me'
'63 Falcon
Futteusra., 
Like
neNoautomatic
drive. 
w
$49.86 Per Mo.
62 Comet 4
-door
Automatic drive. Like new.
Notes $37,51 Per Mo.
958 Olds
N40- dteosonrewaeunto smt
$34.22
HERFF
2450 SUMMER
458-1151
"88"
eaet ri ci n gdrive.
Per MI
FORD
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SPORTS
HORIZON
101111111111111111=By BILL EITTLEEEE1111111111111111
liEw YORK IMANTLE PROVIDES THRILL
I When you cross the Harlem y If the White Sox had the
river from Manhattan to visit
e Bronx and the historical
1
f
1laying site of the New York
ankees, you have the feeling
a foreigner, yet you have
'mply entered another bo-
tough in the Big City.
I Perhaps this is the way
ionemy teams feel when theynter the "house that Ruthto u il t" to engage the usually
powerful Yankees in a game
if baseball. The stadium is sotuated that it could serves an outpost for sentriesharged with the responsibili-
p of guarding the Bronx from
invaders in time of war. Of
eourse the Yankees don't hold
any malice toward fellow New
Torkers because financially the
ttininess it can get.ont office needs all of the
t Perhaps the Yanks are little
jtalous of their crosstown ri-
ilals in the National League—
te Mets. Never in the historybaseball has a last-placeub had so much fan-appeal.ven this columnist was some-
what disappointed upon learn-
ipg that Casey Stengel and his
rerry Mets wouldn't be in
,town.
.0 0
•
authority to ban any one fan
from watching them play I
think I'd rate as the Chicago
team's number one jinx. I
watched the Sox on three dif-
ferent occasions this season
against the Yankees and Min-
nesota; each time, the Windy
City-nine suffered setbacks.
Last week, the day after
Chicago had clubbed the Yank-
ees in a pair of crucial games
at the stadium, I arrived in
town in time to catch the third
game of the series.
Before my brother and I
could get seats, Clete Boyer
had lined a homerun into the
seats back of third to knot the
Score. The blow that sent the
Sox down to the 7-3 defeat
was one of the longest homers
ever hit by Micky. Mantle, the
Bronx Bombers' $100,000 walk-
ing medicine kit. Mantle un-
loaded a tremendous drive off
Ray Herbert batting lefthand-
ed in the sixth inning.
Centerfielder Jim Landis of
the White Sox was the most
optimistic player on the field.
The fine defensive outfielder,
who played in Memphis with
the Chicks, backed up to the
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• OPEN NITES 
wall and prepared to make one
at those leaping television
catches. Landis never left the
ground as he watched Mantle's
rocket sail over the 461 feet
wall and a background parti-
tion of about eight feet.
The publicity department of
the Yankees immediately went
to work and the four base
blast of Mantle's was announ-
ced as going over 500 feet.
This didn't end the great cent-
erfielder's day. Mantle greet-
ed southpaw Frank Bauman
with a righthanded smash that
cleared the 344 feet mark in
rightfield and landed in the
upper deck.
Mike Hershberger's arm is
the only thing that has been
consistent against Yankees by
the White Sox. On a long fly
to right, Bobby Richardson
was cut down trying to tag
up and go to third. Hershber-
ger had uncorked a whistling
throw to cut down Roger Mar-
is, trying to score from second
on a deep single when the
Yankees were in Chicago in
June.
ODDS AND ENDS
Tom Emery, publicity di-
rector at Northern Illinois
University, got a lot of inquir-
ies at the All-star game about
the N.A.I.A. sanctioned pilot
program dealing with summer
school inter-collegiate athle-
tics. Northern University en-
gaged Eastern Illinois in home
and home series in baseball,
golf and tennis matches. Un-
dergraduates and graduates
participated. Your scribe la-
bored for the baseball nine.
Emery worked at Dartmouth
and with the New York Jets
before coming to Northern.
Father Of U.S.
Marshal Buried
Here Recently
Rev. Elmer Moore, Sr., of
169 Silverage Ave., was bu-
ried in New Park Cemetery
last Friday morning. Last rites
were delivered Thursday, Aug.
13, by Rev. Wardell Johnson,
pastor of Shady Grove Baptist
church, where Mr. Moore had
been a member many years.
Mr. Moore died Aug. 10 aft-
er a lengthy- illness. He was
born Aug. 6, 1887.
A native of Helena, Ark.,
Rev. Moore was brought to
Memphis by his parents, Luke
and Eliza Moor e, at a very
young age.
Among survivors are his
wife, Annie B. Moore; three
sops, Luke Moore, a U.S. Mar-
shal of Washington, D. C., El-
mer Moore, Jr., and Herbert
Moore; two daughters, Mrs.
Leonard Green and Mrs. John-
ella Pegues, and nine grand-
children.
The T. H. Hayes & Sons Fu-
neral home was in charge.
Magic Mat
A mat developed by an Au-
strian firm will solve drivers'
traction problems in sand,
snow and mud. The mat has
a rough, non-skid upper sur-
face and a spiked lower sur-
face.
When attached to the front
bumper by means of a line, the
mat stays in place in front of
the car to provide traction un-
til the car reaches firm
ground.
TOMMY "RIP" DAVIS
The Southern lightweight champion, Tommy
''Rip'' Davis is undefeated in the professional
ranks. He was born July 13, 1942 in Memphis
and started fighting at the age of 13. He has had
64 amateur fights and lost only two. He turned
"pro" in 1962 and had his first fight on Feb. 10,
knocking out Joe Hope in the second round at
Little Rock, Ark.
PAST MATCHES FOR
"RIP" DAVIS:
March 12, 1962 - Knocked out DENNIS WILLIAMS
in the third round, Memphis, Tenn.
May 3, 1962 - Knocked out JIMMY TOLE in the
fourth round at Memphis, Tenn.
July 3, 1962 - Decisioned CHARLES FISHER in
the sixth round at Chicago.
Sept. .6, 1962 - Knocked out AL REED in the
third round in Memphis, Tenn.
Nov. 14, 1962 - Knocked out TUBBY CARTER
for 'he Southern title in four rounds at
Little Reck.
Jan. 21, 1963 - Knocked out AL REED in fourth
round in Memphis.
March 20, 1963 - Knocked out JOE BROWN in
the sixth round in Chicago.
May 10, 1963 - Knocked out JAMES BYRD in the
second round in Memphis Tenn.
July 5, 1964 - Knocked out Gerry Ray Little in the
2nd round at Memphis County Penn. Farm Memphis
Tenn.
July 24, 1964 - Knocked out George Wright in the
3rd round at Memphis Penn. Farm Memphis, Tenn
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100 Coaches
Attend 3rd
Clinic
GREENSBORO. N. C. — The
third annual A&T College
Coaching Clinic, hell last week
drew an even 100-college and
high school coaches from seven
states.
Described as "most success-
ful," the event featured lectures
and demonstrations by the na-
tion's leading figures in inter-
collegiate athletics.
Heading the instructional
staff were: Hugh "Duffy'
Daugherty, head football coach
at Michigan State university
and his assistant, Cal Stoll, line
coach; Bill Tate, newly appoint-
ed head football coach at Wake
Forest college; Alonzo S. "Jake"
Gaither, head football coach
and athletic director at Florida
A&M university; Vic Bubas,
head basketball coach, Duke
university; Chuck Orabbrn,
head basketball coach, Bradley
university, and Rod "Hot Rod"
Hundley. former All-America
basketball ace at the Universi-
ty of West Virginia and later
with the Los Angeles Lakers,
Hornsby Howell, head trainer
for the A&T College Aggies,
conducted a session in "Injury
Care and Training Techniques."
Two high school coaches: Rob-
ert Montgomery of Second
Ward high school, Charlotte,
N. C., in football, and Samuel
Gray of Darden high school,
Wilson, N. C., in basketball,
whose teams last season won
state titles, also appeared.
1)r. William M. Bell, A&T
athletic director, was director
of the Clinic.
Links Poverty,
Race Problems
CLEVELAND, Ohio — (UPI)
— Dr. 1.5 H. Foster, presieent of
Tuskegee Institute, said the na-
tions racial problems are tied
in with the problems of pov-
erty among both whites and Ne-
groes.
He told an alumni meeting
participants in recent race vio-
lence both in the North and So-
uth representcd only relatively
small numbers of culturally de-
prived persons of both races.
"Too many young people in
disadvantaged situations tend to
approach their position negativ-
ely," Foster said. "They focus
on the barriers, rather than up-
on the steps they might take."
He urged Negroes to continue
responsible efforts to do the
Most possible with what is av-
ailable.
Awarded Degrees
From Grambling
Among 1$07 seniors receiv-
ing degrees at Grambling Col-
lege in Grambling, La., during
summer commencement exer-
cise Aug. 6, Malachi Ridgel of
Strong, Ark.; Mils Sarah K.
Johnson, Camden, Ark.; and
Miss Carolyn Pickens of
Laurel, Miss.
letters To The Editor
Dear Editor:
It is, I believe, high time
someone spoke out against the
latent and expressed anti-Semi-
tism which appears to be not
at all uncommon among Ne-
gro Americans t oda y. Let's
look at a few facts:
(1) The only race which
has suffered as much as, or
more than the Negroes is the
Jews. (6,000,000 killed by Hit-
ler alone, to say nothing of
the thousands murdered by
Russians, Poles, etc.)
(2) Jews are in the fore-
front of the struggle for Civil
Rights. A large percentage of
the COFO group working in
the South this summer are
Jewish college students, as
well as Jewish lawyers, teach-
ers and doctors.
(3) The national Jewish
fraternal organization, B'nai
B'rith, works equally hard to
combat anti-Negro as to fight
anti-Jewish bias, statements
and acts.
(4) The only national veter-
ans' organizations which really
cares about Negroes is the
American Veterans Commit-
tee, which is 80-85 percent
Jewish. (The late Medgar
Evers was a member of AVC
and et the time of his death
was serving on ita national
board.)
(5) Of the three lynched
martyrs whose mutilated
bodies were recently found by
the F.B.I. in Mississippi, one
(Jim Chaney) was a Negro,
and both of the others
(Schwerner and Goodman)
were Jews.
Racists hate Jews and Ne-
groes equally. Therefore it
would seem only sensible for
the Jews and Negroes to com-
bine their forces, and thus be
able to fight the racists more
effectively.
Respectfuly yours,
A.J.M.
CBS To Play NBC In World
Series? Celler Sees Chance
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
Can Mickey Mantle play Ham.
let? Can Huntley and Brink-
ley play in the infield? Will
show busineu replace baseball,
day and night?
No one, has yet asked the
first two questions. But Rep-
Emanuel Caller, D-N. Y., sug-
gested that the answer to the
last one might be "yes" and
that major league baseball
might suffer the fate of pro-
fessional wrestling in the pro-
cess.
With tongue only partially in
cheek, Caller, who is chairman
of thte Rouse Judiciary Com-
mittee, said purchase of the
New York Yankees by the Co-
lumbia Broadcasting System
(CBS) might set off a chain re.
action of similar acquisitions
by other broadcasters.
"Indeed, the day may come
when NBC endes up playirg
CBS in the World Series," He
said in a statement,
"If the networks can buy up
baseball teams, presumably
they could also buy football,
basketball and hockey teams.
theaL. clubs are given an anti-
these clubs are given an anti)-
Being Sent To
Washington For
Air Force Duty
SAN ANTONIO, Tex.—Air-
man Inez Towns of West Hel-
ena, Ark., a member of the
Women in the Air Force, has
completed Air Force basic
military training at Lackland
AFB, Tex. She is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Towns
of West Helena.
Airman Towns is being as-
signed to the Air Defense
Command's (ADC) McChord
AFB, Wash., for training and
duty as an administrative
specialist.
The airman is a 1963 gradu-
ate of Eliza Miller senior high
school.
None Hurt In $10G
South Side Blaze
No injuries were reported
from fire which routed 10 per-
sons from 8251 S. Evans Ave.
The fire which Battalion Chief
Robert Hughes said started in
basement wall lockers, did
damage estimated at $10,000.
He attributed the blaze to
spontaneous combustion.
trust exemption to equalize the
competitive strength of the
teams, there is a possibility
that players may be traded a-
round to provide closer races,
and therefore more entertaining
TV fare," he said.
"Furthermore, with so much
investment and such great rev-
enues at stake, there is the dan-
ger that professional learn
sports, like wrestling today,
degenerate into exhibitions ra-
ther than bona fide athletic
contests."
Celler said the Yankee out-
finelder and prize hitter Mickey
Mantle only makes $500 per
game.
"In view of the huge sums
paid to Bob Hope and other en-
.tertainers for one-hour network
spectaculars, Mantle might
readily contend that his salary
is grossly inadequate as the
principal entertained in a cast
which provides choice program-
ing several hours a day, six
months a year," he said.
Celler said the CBS purchase
appears to raise serious ques-
tions under several anti-trust
laws. His committee handles
anti-trust legislation.
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Troop No.129 Wins Swim Meet
With Total Of 214 Earned Points
Thigty-two American B o y the scouts was Scoutmaster W.
Scouts participated in a Swim B. Sims. Members of the team
Meet, held at the Abe Scharff
Branch YMCA last Saturday
morning. Troops came from the
North, Central and South Di-
visions of the Chickasaw Coun-
cil.
Winning first place with a
total of 214 points was Troop
129 of which Daniel Durr is
scoutmaster. Members of the
winning team were: John D.
Shields, Edward M. Webb,
scoring the highest point s;
Shepperson Wilhon, Jr., Gerald
Best, James E. Sanders, Ray-
mond Lewis, Jerome Barber,
Woodrow Howard, James Rog-
ers and Safranski Durr, second
higl. pointer.
Second place team was Troop
102, scoring 128 points. Scouts
on the team were Oliver Sue-
log, Oscar Suein g, Percy
Smith, Bobby Williams, and
Billy Warren.
Troop 167 came in third with
a total of 105 points. Leading
Included Michael Ha wkin s,
James Lewins, John Kirby and
Haywood Jones.
Also participating in the
Swim Meet were members of
Troop 116 who are Gregory
Brandon, Larry Brandon, Mari-
on Hardy, Alfred Thomas, Dan-
ny Yancey, Thomas Wortham.
from Troop 162 were Don
Simpson and Carl Whitney.
From Troop 198 was Rodney
L. Ameroman. Troop 144, Ken-
neth Barfield, Jerome Powell,
Windell Withers and Delbert
Withers.
Events in the meet included
(1) free style (2) back stroke
(3) trudgen crawl (4) breast
stroke (5) free style relay (11)
trugden orawl relay and (7)
diving.
Conducting the meet was
Dan Partee, events director of
the Branch YMCA.
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"Baccalaureate" Jaycees Honor
Is Innovation▪ Says 4 Graduates OfCethune-Cookman
George W. Lee A past president of th U.S.
A unique "baccalaureate"
sermon will be delivered for the
Elks Education Department.
Sunday, August 23. at the mu-
nicipal auditorium in Miami.
Fla.. as a feature of the Elks
annual national convention.
Bishop Carey A. Gibbs. of the
AME Church. will deliver the
sermon.
The occasion will be the re-
union of all persons who have
graduated on Elk scholarships
since 1954 . . . the year of the
historic Supreme Court Decis-
ion on school segregation.
In observance of the 10 An-
niversary of the '54 Decision,
the Elk "graduates" will march
in a procession, consisting of
500 capped and gowned repre-
sentatives of the Cap and Gown
Clubs of the Elks Department
of Education. They will sym-
bolize the hundreds of persons
not present who have received
higher education through the
efforts of the Elks Education
Department.
Bishop Gibbs, the featured
speaker. is the presiding bish-
op of South Carolina and is
chairman oi the board of con-
trol of Allen university, Colum-
bia, S. C. He is a former presi-
dent of the council of bishops
and the general board of edu-
cation of the African Methodi,t
Episcopal church.
He is a former president of
Edward Waters college in Jack-
sonville, Fla. He is a graduate
of Howard university. Washing-
ton, D. C.
Grand Commissioner of Ed-
ucation. George W. Lee of Mem-
phis. Tenn.. agreed that the
"baccalaureate" sermon feature
is an innovation for climaxing
sessions of the Education De-
partments activities for a given
year
Jaycees and present chairman
of the board of advisory of
Outstanding Young Men of
America. Doug Blanken.-A-',,
annoomed recently that to
graduates of Bethime-Coek-
man College were chosen to be
honored in the 1965 editirm of
their publication.
Outstanding Young Men of
America is an annual biogra-
phical compilation which hon-
ors the leading young men of
America who are between the
ages of 21 and 35. This 89E
page publication is under the
sponsorship of the U.S. Junior
Chamber of Commerce and will
feature an introduction wntten
by President Lyndon B. John-
son.
Cited were Carver A. Pore
lock, executive secretary of
Bethune-Cookman's National
asso(iation for his
achieverernts as an education-
al Administrator, church work-
er and writer.
Portlock, prior to his present
'position was the administra-
tive assistant to the general
'secretary of the board of lay
;activities of the C.M.E. church.
He was appointed recently
a representative to the annual
assembly of the Florida Coun-
cil of Churches representing
the C.M.E. Church. and a prin-
cipal member of the Commis-
sion on Christian Social Ac-
tion.
John S. Frink, natiora! pres-
ident of the B-CC National
'Alumni Association was hon-
ored for his outstanding
achievements in the area of
insurance management. Frink
'the manager of the Daytona
Beach District of the Atlanta
Life Insurance company pro-
duced the highest amount of
increase of any district in the
entire inserance system kv'ti,th
spans 11 states and has total
assets of over $61 million.
Jack "Cy" McClaiten W a
;fled because of his outstatut-
mg contributtcr. to athletics as
Head Coach of the Bethune-
Cookman college Wildcats.
Coach McClairen has had win-
ning teams each year of the
four years he has been at the
college. Prior to returning to
his Alma Mater to coach, Mr.
McClairen was "All Pro" End
with the Pittsburg Stettler.,
:Professional football team.
Lonnie Blocker, a recent
:graduate of Bethune-Cookman
'College was honored for his
phenomial advancement in the
area of Administration with
N.A.S.A. at the Cape Kennedy
IMissle site.
His Suggestion Was Worth $250
Eugene Scott, Jr., Humble
Oil & Refining company, has
received a $250 employee-
suggestion - system award for
an idea which lessens the
chances of accidental flood
conditions in one section of
the company's Baton Rouge
(Louisiana) refinery, where
he is employed in the chemi-
cal products mechanical de-
partment.
Scott is married and lives
on Greenwell Springs Rd. near
Baton Rouge. He joined Esso
Standard Oil company, now
part of Humble, in 1943 at the
Pi-JONE 525.2209
resolved.
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WASHINGTON - (UPI) - The Democratic Na-
tional Committee refused to seat delegates from Mis-
sissippi, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands at the
opening session of the Platform Committee in Wash-
ington because their credentials had been challenged.
Chairman John Bailey said
that the challenged delegates
could enter the hall and listen
but could not participate in the
deliberations in any way until
The two delegates from Mis
sissippi, G. C. Cortright of
Rolling Fork and Ben C. Cal-
lon of Natchez, raised no irn-
8 Killed As On Leave From U.S. Army Corps
Calif. Bus
Overturns
CAMP PENDLETON, Calif -
(DPI) - At least eight persons
were killed and 60 injured Mon'
the credentials challenges were mediate objection and entered hospitals. It was impossible be-
e section of the hearing room cause of widespread confusion
reserved for the public,
at the hospitals resulting from
the influx
Cortright told Bailey he had of emergency cases
no wish to "be obstreperous 
and would cooperate." to determine how m
any
The right of the regular, all- seriously hurt.
white Mississippi delegation to -
be seated at the Democratic
National Convention, conven-
hg in Atlantic City, N. J.,
next Monday, has been chal-
lenged by a mostly Negro
"Freedom Democratic Party"
group.
The two delegates from Mis-
sissippi delegates felt that the
final version of the platform
would not be voted upon by
the convention until the creel.
entials fight was settled.
Bailey also pointed out that
Mississippi had sent two men
as platform committee mem-
bers instead of one man and
one woman as the rules pro-
vided. However, in view of
the fact that neither was to
participate in the deliberations
of the committee for the time
being, at least, both men were
allowed to enter the hall.
The action in stopping the
delegates at the door was ob-
 d by very few persons.'
D. JONES
,2 reemp:iis Men
ft - • - t Fr" -
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Wallace Jones, Jr., son of
Mrs. Bessie Jones of 1058
Lenow Place, enlisted in the
U.S. Army this week. He is
now at Fort Polk, La., where
he will be taking his Army
basic training. He enlisted for
three years. Private Jones at-
tended Booker T. Washington
High School, and was a mem-
ber of the Glee club. He has
an unusual hobby, that of col-
lecting precious and semi-
precious stones which are set
in rings.
Darry Jones, not related a
L1964 graduate of Shelby Coun-
ty Training school, enlisted in
the U. S. Army this week es-
pecially for Army Airborne.
Jones, whose hobby is design-
ing aircraft, will get plenty
of first-hand looks at Army
planes in the future.
,-;ifie is also at Fort Polk, La.,
undergoing basic training.
While a student Jones was
a member of the track team,
Industrial Arts club, Gentle-
men club, and the Science
club. He was also class sec-
retary. He is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie Jones Jr. of
5556 Rust Road.
Baton Rouge plant, the na-
tion's largest oil refinery.
His award was for suggest-,
ing changes in the drainage I
system serving the main of-
fice building and laboratory 1
in the chemical products. area '
of the refinery.
Know Your Negro History ,
In 1921 Noble Sissle and
Eubie Blake produced an ex- I
tremely successful musical en-
titled Shuffle Along. The show
ran two years in New York.
DON'S
AUTO UPHOLSTERY
" CUSTOM MADE"
SEAT COVERS • CONVERTiOLE TOPS • ARM RESTS
IdlEADLiNINO • DOOR & S,DES - FLOOR CARPETS
TRUCK SEATS • ROLLS & PLEATS
NO DOWN PAYMENT
I-Z-TERMS AVIENt. •
DON DENFiELD Ow,Es MLMPUS. TENN
Washington Grad
Assigned To Korea
OSAN, Korea - Airman
First Class Clarence Owen Jr.,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Owen of 1935 LaPaloma St.,
, I
[Memphis, Tenn., has arrived $3,000 for each house
for duty with a Pacific Air Near Car ine9s4-6CV015 lay or night
Forces (PACAF) unit at Osan
day when a church bus carry-
ing 67 persons, many of them 
\
teen-agers, blew a tire and -
crashed into three oncoming S. E. Doggett Ross Wdlootarne
Two young ladies, proudly 
Pvt. Doggett, daughter of
cars, the California Highway
Mr. and Mrs. John Doggett ofPatrol reported.
The injured were shuttled in wearing uniforms of the Wom- 1035 E. Trigg Ave., will report
six ambulances to four area ien's Army Corps, are spending to Fort S3171 Houston, Tex., for
two weeks at home before re- training as a 
medical techni-
porting for Army aisignments. cian after her leave.
They are WAC Privates Rose She wants to b ec orn e an
Army Nurse, finishing her
training at Fort Sam Houston.
M. Wilbourne and Sidney E.
were Doggett. Both have just fin-
ished basic training at the WAC
WANT A joB?
Check the
Help Wanted Ads
Autos For Sale
Mississippian To
Join Bethune Staff
'Training Center, Fort McClel-
lan, Ala. DAYTON BEACH, Fla. -
Pvt. Wilbourne, daughter of The opening of the Fall Se-
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Wilbourne mester this year will see .410
of 912-F LeMoyne Drive, is
number of changes in the fac-
scheduled to attend a course
ulty of Bethune-Cookman col_in Army Signal communications
next month She is planning to bel gceo.meAmaonmgernthbeosreofwthho will
attend WAC Officer Candidate Be-
School late)- this year, having thune faculty are: Oscar E.
Banks, English instructor whopassed the OCS test success-
fully while at Fort McClellan. received his B.S. degree at the
University of South Mississip-
pi and M.A. degree at the Uni-
versity of Mississippi.
"I chose this field," Pvt. Dog-
gett explained, "b ec a use I
think the Army needs more
medics in case of an emergen-
cy. And, besides, I want to
help people."
CHUCK HUTTON CO.
1961 OLDS. Super 88 Cony't  S1-895
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Mr. Bill Lumpkins
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Houses For Sale
Air Base, Korea.
A warehousing specialist, he
previously served at McGuire
AFB, N. J.
The airman, a graduate of
Booker T. Washington High
School, attended the Universi-
ty of Illinois.
HELP WANTED
WOMEN
With National T.V. Advertising. Need intelli-
gent Career Women. Age 28-50. Experience in
Direct Sales Field (Housewares. Cosmetics,
Books). Capable of training and supervising
others. Earn while you learn our business. If
successful we guarantee $600.00 per month for
first year. For interview write P. 0. Box 311
in confidence. Tri-State Defender.
TEACHERS VACATION
POPO WANTED
If you have had experience in Teaching, Coach-
ing, Scout Work, Little League, or Playground
Attendant. you may qualify for unusual summer
position. Above average salary for those who
are qualified. Write in confidence.
BOX 311
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
-44444440444414404.444•14114.441.44444•44444.4414414;
•
, •
I • NO CREDIT
• BANKRUPT OR WAGE EARNER
THERE IS A WAY AT
• UNION AUTO SALES!
• 444 Union Avenue
• 526-1856
.41441194444444411404.4.44.419•40.44.0104444444441.
FOR SALE
1959 Chevrolet
Two Door Imperial
-TAKE UP NOTES.'
CALL
"J. W. EDWARD"
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YCU
Salttsoten and attleskkonten
wattled to it'll ad“.1:s-
ing in the Menthis maiket.
We 
FIr cP:1Y.1it oanhidss 13, )i
an the dollar.
1HE TRI STATE nc.rtilliEli
236 South Wellawon Street
Mamp1.1a, Tenn.
TYPISTS DESIRE JOB
Young women who have Just
bus. class desire of [ice work
ROPER OAR RANGE. staggered burn I bookkeeping or filing. Call day
ems, double oven. Good nondition. or ni‘ht. 355.3.35j
527-0676
1053 }WICK ROA DM ABTER VS. In
good. condition. bargain, for cash. I
357-9557 or 357-288
Instructions
Near Yes Can Master
MD our RANI)
In 10 Dave
1.-.. you Mono( fail to le•rn
•herthead the Qolrk,lla " •1 • It
deeyn't matter If 'elite tried
other Willem* before and xlt.S
no. This E111-14. 111K I surto
cum-ante*, you'll learn up to 1311
uord•-per-minute of Guirkrite
'shorthand la 10 day•. Ask shoot
other castes. Inc catalog. Write I
or phone 272-2120.( ED TRAINING PER% Di h.
P.O. Beg 11368
Memphis, Tess. Dept. T. D.
Help Wanted
PRINTERS WANTED
(Male and Female)
Linotype operators, prod
readers and floormen. Only ex
perienced personnel shoulr. an
nly. WI it?, Personnel tali. c o
Chic a ^ 3 DPICHOPY, 2400 S
Michiga.. Ave., Chicago 6001,
Need six edimated ladles for pt. time
work. Aroma* $2 to $4 per hr. Car
nee.. call between 9 A.M. and noon.
274-9810
TYPISTS DESIRE 405
Young women who have Net fin. bus
clam desire office work. bookkeeping ne
filing. Call day or night. 398-2051
CANTED, TWO TEACHERS tenses
9100 or more per week le eduratleaal
field. M not Interfere se Ith school
work.
Reply to, TEM HERS. Ron 311
Tr -State Defender
Name 
Address 
Telephowe somber
For Best Result
HOUSE FOR SALE
19 E. Dempst•r
4 rooms - 3 rooms FHA
50-150 lots
WANTED
AN UNTAPPED
mailman small poistage. State title If
desired: Sir. Miss, Rev., Dr., etc. Also
homes& church. club, bible school
same may be sliblititilted first line.
Mall to PION fERY, BOX 191,
Southbridge. Mass.
THE COWLES Comprehensive Ency-
COMBS, • oomplet• one-volume li-
brary. 16 reference wnrke all in one
giant book, only $19.50. Easy Terms.
Write or call Volume Library, 1706
Lamar. Tel. 272-2320.
THREE GRAVES for sale at Kesel
Pat k Cecile erv. Regular: 8535.00:
f5f35.14). CUM or 'i.e..., Call
527-6120.
0. E. REFRIGERATOR. full with
freezer, excellent ound Woe. $711.00
delivers. 308.111129.
Apts. For Rent
corron PICKING BUS for sale. rent
or lease. Call 398-21151
DUPLEX APT. FOR SALE
1539 Marblewood In Hollywood area.
0,1 $1.00 down, good income property.
Easily rented, 5.8500. 62-2015
Excellent Condition, 357-9557
Call 357-2824 after 8:30 P.M.
CLE.-1118107full7•/ freezer. XInt. -
cond. 1711 delivered. 3103-81/38.
101•130 
.1,1.1 lance 5510•111e0 to herelle ,
OR best iipylionee Including Deiiel•I I
1010110. rl Roy Adams 410 I 15b,
1128 Unit Ann..
  - -
MEN URGENTLY NEEDED iI I
NERTICE AND INSTALL AIR I
1.11TtO1OING AND 11151,1t1114.1tA I ill%
EMCIPillt NT iltAINI 'IMP,
WORMING ON atrrtiaL rhitar-34ENT. Te.sreAts runsinet-
En 19/411Ellt EASY PAY-A14-211U-lio
PLAN. Mt sr HAVE 011401
NIGHT. IA MCI E. co511M MG IA I.
l'RA DES. P. O. MIX 11111, MEM-
PHIS OR CALL 'IA 6-83117.
BARBEL LAKE
Flub All Day for 50c
Horse Back Riding
$1.50 an hour - 20 mm. 50c
Miniature Golf Course
18 Holes - 10c
Picnic Grounds With
Recording Music
$10.0) and up
Hudson and Hilda Barbee
I Owners and Managers
5194 Horn Lake- Road
398.1068
MEN WANTED
Fciise Salesmen Wanted Full
Or Port Time, No Experience
Ner essury We will train. Must
be Neat For appointment call
398-1789 from 9 P.M. to 5 P.M.
' nro.r RANTED: Young Man
I between ages 18 and 25 Who
S I Would Ilke career In advertisingI or promotion field. Field Otter,
, good Per, easy work and
good hours plus for applicants
Check Our Ads ;7,;,7gxntitf h school uir"De
'immediately and able to support
mlf while In training. CaU 2716.
4969 for inter or
ATHAN'S fi
LOAN UFFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 8. 178 BEAL STREET JA 6-5300
Apts. For Rent
FOR RENT
848 POPULAR
Two Bedrooms, Living Room,
Dining Room, .Bath& Kitchen.
APARTMENT
Heat and Water Furnished.
Must hav• reference. Apply
Apartment 19. Joe Brooch.
FOR RENT
To Single or Couple. Front
Rouyn. Modern Horne, Private
Entrunce, Kitchen Privilege.
Convenient to B., s Line.
Lovely Neighborhood within
The Parkway. Call Ale, 6 P.M.
948-9600
HOUSES FOR RENT
647-53 South Wellington St.
3 Room Flame, Duplexes
$32 00 per month
Call BR 2-2115
HOUSE FOR RENT
710 Madison 7 rooms and bath
S50.00 a month, apply 726
Madison. See Mr. E. Woodside
For Rent By Owner
Deluxe 9 Room House, for Rent
"All Modern Convertlence“
"Beautiful Lawn"
"Large Closet Space"
"Hardwood Floors"
Can be used for o Two Family
Hou s e. No Children. Call
942.27840, W1-1 8-3622. Shown
by appointment. 434 Lucy Ave.
!EPSTEIN LOAN OFFICE
162-164-166 BEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-14,50
CALLING
ALL
NEWSBOYS
You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.
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